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Background

in November, 1173, a research agreement..with the title.

"Evaluation of PLAMIV.System- in Air Force. Medical Training"

was signed -between representatives of the USAF -School of..--HgAtb

Care Sciences (SHCS- at"ltheppard AFB, the Air. Force. Human -
Resburces Laboratory-(AFHRL),-and the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense. :The

agreemeInt-called for4 the research and deVatpmght of a new
.

problem-oriented medical cLirrioulumAPOMC) for the'Phyaician

Assistant program offered-at Shepprard's SHCS. The new curric-

ulum was to e developed and implemented on the PLATO IV

computer -based education system. A major-objective of the

INTRODUCTION-

project was to be a comparative evalu6tion of:the instruc-

tional effectiveness of the new problem-oriented materials

and the. existing traditional curriculum.

Under the terms-of the agreement, the,Air Forcei Air

Training Command (ATC) was to furnish (through SHCS) a staff

of subject matter specialists and support personnel to develop

the new curriculum, sufficient classroom and laboratory space

to house the project, and' enough physician'assistant stiients
1to form the evaluationsample.

AFHRL was to develop an evaluation plan in conjunction

with SHCS'and'to provie direction for and monitorng of the

evaluation itself'!" In addition, AFHRL was to derive and

implement measures` of student` and instru or attitudes as

well as tests of student performance.

It was to be ARPA's responsibility to provide 20 PLATO

IV terminals plus support costa for computer usage, communi-

cations lines, and terminal maintenance for ,three years of

service at-the Sheppard site. As well as providing hardware

support,. ARPA was to fund the Military Training Centers group

(MTC) Of the University dr Illjnois"Computer-based Education

research Laboratory (CERL) to provide SHC S staff with train-
,



and advice in the use of the PLATO system. The MTC group

was also to coop rate in the development of curriculum mater-
,

ials for the project .and perform other dbsistance as agreed

to by the Sheppard project manager-.

In mid-1975; at the time the. Sheppard project had reached

its-_implementation stage, the project sponsOr (ARPA) asked

CERL to-prepare .aproposal to do an evaluation of the Shepi

pard effort as well as those of 'other ARPA- supported PLATO

'projeots, The-MTC group had taken an important- role in sup-

port of each-of the major ARPA sites. This role. included

giving initial training in the TUTOR language, acting as

liaison with the rest of UAL, making site visits _,for- in-

service training and problem solving, re iewing -lessons to

improve their pedagogiCal approach, etc. Since they had

observed'these projects from their inception, the MTC group

was `thought. by ARPA to be in a good position to assist. in

.
formative evaluation for the purpose of maximi-zing the effec-

tiveness of each site CERL's PLATO Educational_Evaluatiow

and Research group (PEER) Vas also enliSted toparticipate,in

the evaluation.

Another goal of the MTC /PEER evaluation wh=ich resulted

m the contract with-APPA.'was to identify generalizable

aspeetg Of t4 experience of the-MA-supported sites. The-

evaluation-sought to address the overall question of "under

what conditions can CBE make a cost effective contribution

to e'dnstructional needs of the services" PLATO implementa

tio Chanute AFR and Aberdeen Prov-in,g Gr:'ound Sjtes were

studied along with that at the Sheppard AFB site. Reports. by.

Himwi- (1977 ) ,
Call-Aimmjch.(1977b),and Avner & Misselt

(1977) fogus.,o the experience at Aberdeen PrOvin Ground,

The Charfute project is discussed in reports by lecka (1977a

19775;--1978), Himwich (1977a), Misselt, Himwich, Francis,-

Avner,' Tatsuoka & !Kecka (1977),.Tatsuoka, Misselt & Maritz

(1978), and Tatsuoka (108). The report by Call-Himwich

(1978) on the POMC courseware is a companion to thIS 'account



of the Sheppard project.
1 Other reports dealing with more=

g neral topics include_ astudy of critical decisions made

during various PLATO development projects (Steinherg etal.,
1977)-and a set of guidelines for site implementation and
management Francis, 1977).

o eand Rationale

. The Sheppard AFB CBE project had two di 2nbt phases,
each characterized by its own goals, timelined,,andorganiza

tional structures. The first phase sought- to 'create and mple-

ment CBE materials for a problem - oriented' curriculum in the
SHCS training program for physician assistants. It,lasted..

from November, 1973, when the original research agreement

was approved, until December, 1979,. when the staff terminated
the effort due'toatrition in the'student sample And other

problems which-threatened the integrit=y of the evaluation,.

After abandoning the first set of goals, the staff -proposed

follow-on investigation which was to involve preparation and
testing of CBE materials for the Medical Lab, Radiology, and
Dental Assistant courses in the SHCS. This Second proposal

was approved in time to begin development og materials in

March, 1976. FinalAata collection Por the second phase
ended on June 30, 1977.

This report deals exclusively with the plans, transac-
.

tions and outcomes of the first phase,of the SHCS projAct.
4r,

Hy- =virtue of the fact that the original, goals of the `project

were abandoned (Signifying, the end of a first phase and the

'Jlecessity of a second), the project failed` to achievp its

Phase I objectives. The main purpose of this report is to

examine the underlying causes of that failure -.and to'docUment

-them as lesstns learned and situations, to avoid in future

projects. It would, of course, he desirable alsci to examine

the major events and findings of the second(phase. Unfortun-

ately, the late completion date nd CERL's reduced level of



Sheppardcontact ohwith eppard'during 1976-1977 make it impossible:to

extend .the scope of our evaluation beyond Phase 1. -.A fuii

repdrt of the PhIg II effort,is to be made by AFHPL,after

_data. analysis and interpretation are completed.

The information on which-the present report is-based-was

gathered informally. throughow,t :CERL'S- association .with the

Sheppard project. Correspondence, documents produced by the

Sheppard staff, notes made by-MTC Contswitants during site

visits, anA, interviews with-staff memberS are the major sources

of data we .have had available. The report IV project staff

and AFHRL research6rs (Steinkerchner, Deignan, Waters &

DeLeo, 1977) has also-provided useful insight; and we are

grateful to AFHRL for giving us access to a prepubliction

copy. AlthOugh. we.have utilized numerous sources of informa-

tion to prepare this document, we recognize that other forms

of data (e g., interviews with course instructors, and closer

observation of implementation conditions) would have signifi-

cantly enhanced our understanding of Phase I.

Much can be learned fromSheppard's PhagEii effort in

spite of its failure to fully implement and evaluate the

problem-oriented approach to medical education. In order to

focus on the major outcomes of Phase I, some-topics (e.g.,,

the management of the courseware development and implementa-

tion activities and:thetyways in which CTRL contributed tb them)

are discussed only briefly. However.-much of this information

is reported elSewhereo(see -einberg 1977;. Francis,

1977; and Steinkerchner et 197-7).

The report is organized in four major sections. Follow-

i41g the introduction, a brief history of major events is .,given.
.

Th.e subs5suent section identifies the four most 'significant

outcomes or problem_ areas and analyzes theil causes. The

final'sectioh,gives a summary of the major outcomes, hriefl.

tes some additional outcomes, and, gives an overal

sse.ssmept of the `-Phase I effort.



Origins

The Request fore Traini esearch (RTR) dated 4 April
'1973 is the earliest official document generated during the
ShepPard project (see Appendix A). 'Prepa'red by an official

.HISTORICAL s UMT1ARY

in the'Schonl of Health Care Science -,(hereafter known as,

the "project ± nitiator"), the RTR outlined a rational4 for
the research effor -a_nd set out general plans for what was
to be attempted.

In essence, the RTR described a shortage of physicians'
services ire the U. S. Air Force which could po(entially be

alleviated through the training of large numbers of physician
assistants (PAs). A training program for PAs had been estab-
lished at the SHCS in about 1970 with a comprehensive Plan of
Instruction being completed in August, 1972. In the view of
the project initiator, the existing PA curriculum suffered
from, the lack ofa basic frame of reference for the core of
medical knowledge to be memorized. . He proposed a curricular

reorganization intended to illustrate the clinical relevance
of this,material. Although it is not stated explicitly, the

reader of the RTR may infer that a-main benefit expected, from
increased clinical .relevance was a decrease in training time
Part of -the impetus for a reworking of the PA curriculum was

the frequency ofstudent questions about Why a PA would need
to know certain` basic science material. Hence, making the

curriculum-more-''clinically re-levant was expected to i prove
student attitudes. AnOther supposed benefit wasathat other

flied health personnel would g_ain a better understanding of

heir own place along' the "di nosis-treatment" loop.

Hopes for redeveloping the PA course as problem-

oriented medical curriculum actually preceded the plans to
use the PLATO system in this effort. It is our understanding

that officials in theSHCS learned in-early 1973 that a set
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-----,.

of 20 'PLATO IV ermihai8 °ri in.ally intended
,
by ARPA for one

..-- . .

of the other s.e_rvices °might t be available for Air Force use.
F 4 , . '*.

The pro jest ztia.tor )saw this _.as an oppor tun' y to fund the

initial. work on,,-,the PMC: he apparently was more .interested

in ,.a.evelopivnk the new urricul4im than in doing research with

computer- based education- por se. The initial plans did,

CRE

research might be attempt4d , is indicated by the following

statement from the RTR:

hoyever , leav-e open the possibility that "non-POMC"

Our ini; the development of this project , snide
will 'be .ex poised to both curricular formats -(POMC

traditional ) in which PLATO TV may, .6r may not
be employed. The it v and contribution of
computer -a fiYstruction wi be evaluated as
,it stands alone and v -v is th: curricula .

bur ing t remainder of- the spribr a nd summer of 1073

there were a number of meetings between representatives of

the SHOS staff and those of othe-r, at enei t, concerned with

,project. (CTRL, ATC , and APHRL Y. in order further to refine

te plans.. Dec a'lls of ,relative newness of the PLATO IC.

System and L_eral lack of experience with large C1 E curric-_____-

alum development projects, ARPA agreed Co fund CTRL provide

support p0-rsonnel for the :4heppard effort. Another event

during this to,d was the attemEt,r, by the ojeet ih'itiaton

arid (.)-thor MDs )11 the PA course sta f to Ar a`w up a p I an to

rganize the P.A currJ.eul um around 2)1 sots of symptoms jot

"prop lems" Apparent] y it was still Alops 1 th at a full reor-

r an i zation of the quric!ulum 3H1d h wtth Cif to he

applied o'rly t., a part or

Pro iect l i

)vember, If a mal re-,eareh ara-eem Iladboon

signed and the pro jest. was 'Ci c 1 a I I y 'kind orwAy ., I t was al so

fib 0 sits t h i .s, t rrf t h a t . the pl t eat t 11 1 u. ri nal hi s pl X i rl
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leave the Air Force and an experienced administrator was
selected to become acting director. In December,, 1973, the.-

actin; director, the prOject initiator, and, two other SHCS

officials participated in Warming discussions with members
of CERL's MTC support group.

During the remainder.of 1973 and the first few. weeks of

1974, a number of organizational and staffing decisions'-were
made. The acting director., _having taken up residency at
Shepard APB during this period, arranged for office space to

houSe the project and its PLATO IV terminals. He also selected

a number of staff members, some of whom were to join the

project in February with others not coming until June or

A series of planning. meetings was held at the SHCS in

late February. Representatives of the MTC group met together

with personnel from Sheppard's PLATO IV staff and instructors
from. he Physician Assistant's course. the,major out-

comes of theSe meetings here: (a) a working definition of

pro le -oriehted medical curriculum, (b) an understanding

that the PLATO project would constitute 'the core of.. the

research on the PA °Arse (and that was beyond 'the scope

of the project to undertake the revision of the PA curriculum
-as a who-10), an indibation'from the project staff that

the evaluation of PLATO IV as an instructional medium-would

be secondary to the evaluation of the POMC, (d) disclosure of

plans to divide the devel.opment'.effort into a basic science
coMponent and a problem-oriented component, a description

of the intent to use PLATO in a wide variety of specific prob-

lem areas within- the course, and (f) discussion of role

that might he taken by CERL's MTC group.

While aWaitin the arrival of the primary.-snbj_ t matter

specinlist, (a nowlynduated physicinh), the staCC members

aArcady " -d"t,ravol'ed to COL to receive training in

the 1'11T t insfxhctiot 1 dosi I otIner aspoc
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of the LISP, of PLATO IV (see. Francis, 197o). return to
.

. Sheppard Arli, they continued to develori,their sf<ilis' in 1.. son

writ4ing while ,refining, the plans for the nei4 curriculum.

Work on a number of basic science lessors was begun while

awaiting the physician the "clinical" subject matter expert.

The weeks following the arrival ,of the physician were

marked by a significant alteration of the project's direc-

tion. Whereas it had previb-usly been planned- to develop CBE

mat9rials for each of- a number of topics which were thought/

to be well-suited for CAE'. application, it -as decided during

this period that all of the material relate_ lo a single

orr,an system (the respiratory system)` should b,e targeted for

,the ?he portions of the course Plan of Instruction

(POI) dealing wi,th respiration were identified and these

topics were reorganized and reordered forincorporation into
,

the` POM.C. Con-current with the chn`l-r-e or respiration as sub-

ject,mattel: was a reconsideration/rede-.. ftnitiOn of the P0mC's

The subject matter specialist was g,iven primary

responsibility for planpinF, curriculump and he reinter-

preted the definition in a manner with which he could feel

oomfortable. A fuller discussion of this point,is rsiven

inter in the roport.

develobmont work on elements or both the basic

science component and a clinically-oriented portion or the

POMP-prooeeded throucxh the summer and fall .1(--Y7/|. 'Among
6

the major events of this period wore: (a) the arrival or

the remaining stlff members :-.;illoonted to the project (the

lat of whom was not assirmed until November-7one your after

the project p.ot urfderway), andb(b) the initial planning CO!'

implementutton and evaluatinn phase.

Cor the Imjfiementaton

:----linees,plan.:1 for redev7r7pi-n,,,, the entire PA curricul'um

\u he pr 0 b 1 e in -or i (I ed or po po d , .. .

Lin p 1 omen I. 11., Tor .1 Ile PW-11: h.1 to he t.,Ionl 1ooh n 1.,/;1 v
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to minimize disruption of the regular cour8e An,imple enta-
tion plan was drawn up (see Appendix B) which called fob the

replacement b discrete hours of the regular curriculum! with

new CBE Materials. In order to provide or d comparat vq

evaluation, the project'staff planned t select a camp e,of
16 students for the experimental (POMC) group with the reThain-

ing -48 students assigned to the regular curriculuM. 0 ly 16'

subjects' were to be assigned, to theexperimental condition

because there were only to be 16 PLATO IV terminals t r stu-
:dent use, and it was believed to be necessary to have a
student to terminal ratio of 1 to 1. To increase the _size

the n, however,

replicatian of

of PA students.

he implementation plan provided for a

e comparison with the uSe of a second class

Hence, a total of 32 students were to be

exposed to the P0M(7,during-.the evaluation phase. An important

consequence,or the decision to use a second class of PA train-

ees was that the start of the implementation Ilad to. be moved

forward from January, 1'76, to October, 1975, and'finally to

July, 1979.. Hence, the tim_e,available for lesson development
was shortened by six months.

An evaluation plan was prepared in March, 1975; to out-

line specifications for data cpilect on and analysis during

the comparison (see Appendix C). It called for-the use of

comprehensive examination over the respir_tcry topfes covered

in both curricula. The two groups were also to he compared

on their performance in a set of simulated patient- encounte-

These latter exercises were expected to measure the'pr lem--

solving abilities of the PA trainees in the task of d' rtasis

and treatment of respiratory diseases and other patient ail-
-

ments: The measurement of udent 9ttituder, toward Ale POMO

and toward eomputer-based-enctior was also an im
I , tant

component or the evaluation, The plan ' lied for two adminls-

trations of an attitude ques onnaire--one after brief

exposure to the POMO and the other after completion e.

t



first year ot the PA prOgr,am. ;The reli bOitv-sind inao

ability of the PLATO-system w e also -o /be investigate

Results of the Imple entati n

In spit& of the fact ghat some/of the CBE le: .ohs slated

far first trimester use w e not yt.ready,'the implementation

got underway in July, 1 as Sc duled. The first tlass's

initial use of the CBE ssons dfd not go smoothly. Students

cbding 'errors in the' lessont,;,. and

xup/amonq the project staff as to

nt dre&s. a rd behavior in PLATO l bo a-

encon.ered a numaer o

there was an unfortun

the policie-s on stud

tory. The students fir,t/told by some staff members

that an informal mosphere// wouldf be maintained. This "p_licy"

was quickly rescirded,by.t e project director, who felt that

.frequent visits Air Force

tianal - anc attendance patt-vnis.

SohedulinT9 cf. PLATO IV _udy' res. ions was a difficult

problem. The f students: i perimen group were

from the regular Class sessions in Witch respiratory

topics wore he discussod in

arould require convert' -..

alternat.ivelinstruction on

necessary or them to rejoin the regular class at the next

(nonrespir_ _ 'v) se:' ions, they sometimes were not able to

order that they m receive

the PLATO IV.s.ystem. Since it was

complete assigned CAE lesso44.in the available time.? To

make up pr,such lost study time and to have opportunity for

review of .Cllr materials, the-POMC students often had t.o return

to the VPATO TV classroom during evening

Th- -late summer months of 1,175 were very busy ones for

the brc .lest. personnel.

hours.

The severe time essurb on the staff

-ie ,.'-;tudent use in July.,(whichhad left too little

"debugging" of programs coordination of pol.lotcs

.rid cut dress and behavior continued through the

n and fat'. Not only did the star have-to rus,h th

st trimester lessons for thct init.101 f roup.



students, they also had to prepare for the start of the

second trimester .' A number of second trimester lessons
.

i

remained to be ,completed., and the first trimester,.les6ons
,,,,

required revisions prior to 'being used with the next-entering

class. Tt was only through n-siderable effort and much

overtime work that the project staff was able to ineet its

.sehedule_ Nevertheless, the second trimester gof underway

with a second roup of 16 studedts being assigned to the POMO

condition, F v this time there had been spine attrition in the

first class's experimental group so that only eight students
r-
,

continued to the second trimester's material.,

Of the eight students from the first class who had left

the POMC g.,ro .by the start of the second trimester, five had

b,ea-ri academically elimindtedft'om the PA program. Three: others

.had remained in the program bUt had requested to he dropped

from the experiment in order to return to the regular class-
,

room. Refore the second trimester was completed, six of the

remaiming eicht t iidents also asked to go Oick t4o,the 'class-
; , (.

room. As with Abe:first class, the second set of PA students

reacted negatively to the experimental conditions. Realtz
=,.

ing that "nothing further could be done to -resolve the miscon

ceptions, relieve the anxieties, or change the negative

attitudes of the students", the staff decided it would be a

wast-e of time and money to continue the project with so few

,students and voted to terqinate the POMO effort in December,

° inkerchner et' al.', 1977).

At the time of the decision to discontinu the PiMC,

most of the CBE les tons planned for the -first and second
F

trimesters had been completed. Man.y of the third trimester

materials, however, had not. Some of these, latter lessons

1 , 4 4 1 rc to, tk, the form or simujateA patient encounters.* Since

the basic format the.! mutations had been determined

earlier, all that remained was to input the "data" from a set

of actlial clinic0 cases. The remaining thir=d trimester



lessons, on

to develop.

6 hand , would have recurred effort

It i possible, but no likely, thq they would

have he=n cpmp1 time for use/ had Jthe POMC students not

opted leave ex per iment.
ause of /the early terMin, ion,- much of the evaluation

data called for by the evaluation plan (Appendix C) were not.

colbe e was no direct/comparison--Of the POMC and

regular curricula with regard instructional etTectiveness

Neither the Twledge of hasic'sciencematerial nor clinical

problem-solyine-_ skills were compared between the two groups.

The attitudina1A-ata were collected, but the second adminis-

of the quentionnaire came at the time of the dis'don-

tini e of the PO 1C rather than at the end of the third tri-

m 0 as ad orillin ay been Planned. 'Unfortunate'lY, the

is regnrdinrt the value of a problem -orientedha sic gne
_:u) WTI od, t-aining were not answered

d ;it 1_ 1 oe ed during the -diepoard project..

Pe), rr Phttir,,e T I

At about the time that the Sheppard staff decided to

experimentation with the P0mC, 'ARAPA and :)Ame
,

.Ar,ree rent that the 4! sport ,rol e would be
aur lied-. Although. the "TC group, had little -opportlirity

ritlarn-ted role to keep abreast of the planning and
ion ,

n pardv5 cord pha e effort, it is

in 1i_at sorqhnc'. of the nature oT the : econd phaso.

) f follow -gin pre (or -Jecorld phase) hert.an
tr-1-1q,cemher, 1f17"-. :Cookiinr for coNrse y in which there was a.

.

Rlow nkiri in whict r high level cif faculty invoi've-,

merit. wns 1 i1: ly,

riat-1 tol or ancl.

?,heppard staff selected the Medical La

-1 Ansistnnt courses
t her p 1 co r

identical ert
(n)

h in 'the SHC:=-1..

he reouiremcmt that

n moos') ho administered t6, CRF and,con7,-

() son t and h1 or k t Level s h )

ttie r ett t 7f 1 onnn e ti-trTrf'er't rut, char lc ter i nt.
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and (c ) the capabliit of running separate C.Eand cont
4groups far an entire block of instruction einkerchner et

al., 1077). The criterion of high instructor involvement.

demonstrateS that the staff wanted to identify courses whose

instructors felt they had .problems that could e'sOlved by .

use o-f PLATO. The PLATO staff had learned the importance-of

high instructor involvement from their experience'in the POMC

phase of the project.

Development work on the new materials began in March,

1976, with preliminary data collection scheduled to take

place_later that summer. Pecause the original contract with

ARPA was to expire September 30, 1976, ad extensio-n was funded

until June 30, 1977. Formal data collection for summative

_evaluation was to commence in November, 1976, and continue

until the end of the ARPA-funded extension. A final report

was soheduled for completion by December, 1977.

According to the research agreement for the extension?
,

period (-see Appendix D), the main goals of the follow-on

effort and its evaluation were: (a) comparison of instruc-

tional effectiveness of C8E-lessons and lessos presented

by lecture or by conventional self-paced media, (b) determi

. tic n of costs of GRE'and non-CPE instruction in the three

cour.vs (c) determination of ,factors under(lyfi itudent

,attitudes toward CAE, and (d) determinations of factors under-

lying attitudeS of instructors toward C9E.
qi
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ANALYSIS OF PRO,IT 1 OUTCOMES

tudent Withdrawal from Experiment

The major reason for the staff's decisionfrtid abandon .the

'POMC effprt was the heavy loss of subjects from the expqri-

ment group due' to academes* failure and dissatisfaction with

tated above, f.ive of thethe experimental condition

original 16 PO4C studeints (31%) were eliminated from the PA

program due to pror academtc'performanoe. Only six of the 48

control-group students (12.51) were dropped durihg the/sanle

period.' In spite .of its higher drops rate, the POMCIRroup's

five eliminees did not.feer that their- failure was related to

,1,-participation in the experiment. Instead, they attributed

their problems to rapid pacing-in the,reular portion cif the

course ( Ste i nkerchner et al., 1977). Nevertheless, the

losses due to academic

pro1e6t1s chance's .for a

ttritiph dealt a severe blow to the

successful outcome.

Although the academic elimin ions Si'/ not have been

relted to the POMC'or its impl_e ntation, eight of the

remsi-ring, eleven ',students in the Hirst -cl ars asked to leave
,/

t
the PC"-1C group because they were unhappy wilt the ex per lmental

conditions. This mass dissatisfaction 'was expressed' informally

at first th rough individual complaints to the .ShepPiard ?CAT°

staff. Ultimately, however, the issi(ent group submitted

formal letters of request that they be transferred back toy,

the reeular cal assrc or This latter action prompted the

project staff to term e then FO effort.

The 'unde..rtY trip, caws s of student di: d't sfacti:on--p erha--

the oat strikinc, outcome of the POM _effortare numerous,

but they are rooted in the severe implementation-constraint s

-imposed on the project. A discussion of these constr alints

must beg in with an understanding of the students ' perspective.

A. Physician Assistant trainees, khe stUdents were a

hii hly- motiva,t.e0 w 1 strongly- roat-7oriented group They had
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all worked in health care speci4 ties during their Air Force

or Navy careers and many were hopeful of working as PAsafter

leaving the 9ervice.% Career aspiration's-and family pressures

made success in the PA curriculum a very-important objective.

Because nearly all of the academic training was covered

in the first year ofthe two year program, the general pace

of the course was rapid and tightly scheduled. 'Students. spent

six to eight hour in_ClasswOrk each day and ere expected

to complete ream assignments and outside study during-the

evening hours and on 'weekendhs. Most partic riat.-f in small

study groups to revliew lecture notes and prepare for the

Frequent examinations in the various subject areas. Hence*,

there was ample-opportunity for'them to ex.change views on

instructors, ementsof the day, and heir progress through

the curricul m, as well as to discuss specific-ite s of
course content.

The POMC implementation plan (see Append _B.) celled for

the replacement of discrete hours of classroom lecture with

newly-dev6_oped CBE lessons. The 16 students selected for

the POMC grow (one fourth of the class of 64) were to leave

the classroom during the time the target respiratory materials

were to be presented in order to study newly-created lessons

from the POMG: Since the POMC involved a reorganization if

the respiratory content of the curriculum, the topic studied

by the experimental' group on a particular day was often quite

different from that covered in the regular classroom.

The PLATO staff tried to assure the experimental grolip

students that although the PO'C would present topics in a

different order, eventually all would be covered. Nevertheless,

the students were frequently disconcerted to find that the

classroom ilYstructor had presented "new" material that they

had "missed" while attending a PLATO session. Because of

their compulsion to do well in the course, these students

often felt that Ibiey had to work harder to "keep up-": with the
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ciPss. This presumably mean

16
A

thatethey spent time:studying

the lecture notes oC friends, on in doing "extra" reading'

-assignments, The 'concern out missing lectures was so great

that'some students considered the POMCtobe an additional

course rather than an alternative presentation of some of the

same-material.

have not had access to the letter of:"mutiny", but

it is apparent from'the interview and questionnaire data

summarized hy Steinkerchner et al. (1977) and the informal

reports of project members that the majorcomplaint of the

students was that they felt they were liot getting the same

.'infor-mation as that, presented to the rest of the class. The
,4

second most frequent complaint'was directed at the test grad-

ing procedures ,used to accommodate the experimental conditions.
0,,

According Co t,ho'nlan, the regular instructors- were to Meet

with a PlIATO staff representative t.o discuss each test prior

to its administration. If the test contained items that had

not vet been 'talight in the POMC,--'-Elle instructor was to identi-

fy them n!--3 items to he,omitted by the PO"C $tudents. The

PLATO ,staff-, on the other' hand, was to be responsible for

testing the POMC students over those items at a 1 ter date.

The test scores for the POMC group were to he rec_rded as .the

percentage Of "non-omitted" items that were answered cornectly.

Scores were later adjusted to reflecteperformance on the
,

make-up tes- given by the 'PLATO staff. .The procedure was
-,

..Ycopplicated ra. best and it was not impleentedsmoothly--at

least -one instructor in the course wat-5 never told how it was

to wotk. Students distrusted the process and,-Oecause of

their Kreat conaern with course grades, they were often, upset

at not t be i ng cr ed i fur co r r ec r -sponses to "omitted"

items

Another stu(:lent compla t was that they often lacked A

sense of where they were gd in the P0mC, i.e., they did

not have concept of the overall organization of the new
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curriculum. he uncertain rate of ievelopment of future les-

son's made it difficult: to publish a comnrehensive sched-ule

abus for .student use. Furthermore, the scattered

distrihution of respiratory topies-)in the regular Plan of

Instruction, and hence the sporadic scheduling of PLATO,-

sessions, made the PO41 ,appear especially disjointed and
merited. Recaus± of the lengthy intervals between PLATO

sessions, students following a tightly'-knit argument or pre-

sentation An the POMC sequence often found it necessary to

review previous lessons, before Continuing through' he curric-
ulum,

As mentioned earlier, the.P0MC , students ultimately

stated that contact with the PLATO staff was among the most

positive aspects of their experience, but,they-,may not have
been favorahjy impresd at the outset: They were told in

their...initial orientation to the project that they would have

certain freedoms in dress, attendance patterns, and behavior
while in the PLATO classroom. These raised expectations

were soon lowered again when the project director returned

from an out -of -town assignment. Realizing that-the project

would have.ih visibility (particularly among high ran4King

visitors to the SITS), he rescinded the promised freedoms and
insisted instead on a high standard of military decorum: The

impact of this,Mixup in communication among the staff (i.e.,

failing to settle on a consistent policy for student dress

and attendance prior to the initial orientation) is dif cult

to gauge, Doubtless, however, it did not leave a fav(_ able

ession.

Another problem that dampened students" initial enthusi-

asm for the CBE project was that the lessons had not been corn-
.

pletely "debugged". There were still a number of codin-

errors which detracted from the instructional presentation.

These errors and-the policy mixup described above were proh-

ably. =Ill due to the great time pressure placed on the project

Cdr
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4

staff by the implementaLionschedule they adopted. There

too little opportunity tb,do adequate testing, of the lessons

and to plan for a smooth implementation..

There were 3150" a number of complaints about lesson qual

if,y. In rejviowing the discussion by Steinkerchner .et aI9, (197

one may form the improssiev Chat many oPrthese complai4As

were be t-o an 'abnormally high number of communicatior)iline

.errors (a troutAesome but 541vble hardware p--a roblem) bather

the lesson quality eompl.;aints can be so easily dismissed,

however, because the quality control procedures were not rig-

orous and were not s?stematically enforced. To a large extent,

each author '4as tp make his own judgments as to.when

lessons were ready for student HS:0 in the ourriculuM. Ame
P

were tested on members of the general target popula

tion, but many ware not. -Nothing like theTval4dation proce-

dure sucested in the Air Force Instructional .5ystems Design

manuals was applied to the Shepplrd ler,sons. It 107ht well
1``

he expected, therefore , that there would he some pedar,nr,ical

dericioncies in these hasic,!ally "untested" mAterial. Never-

theless, it is apparent that rlerceived shortcominvs in lesSon

lualitv were Only a secondary source or dissatisfaction. The

mnior problems/seen hy the students had to do With the nature

of the experAmnt's implementationnot the quality it the

F-,-)Hr lessons.

Most or --t,hoso student eompinints seem to stem Crom a

fooling of,heing in a minority of -"guinea ptr,s" who wore being

treated differently than their peers. the reactive

arrangements or the PoMC implementation, it is not difficult

to understand why they may have hold this reeling. Perham--;

their anxiety would have been loss porvasive had it horn=

possjble to assign a lar,ger sample to the POW condition.

If half or'noro of the students had been exposed to the CD[

matorials, it is likely that they would have been less con-
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cerned about missed class sessions, study of topics in-a
different ondei-, and4unArtainties b.- it curricular organiz-',

,
ationi Being in.the majority, they

that 'they were being treated differently than (and perhaps

. = ,
may ncit have-felt anxiety

not as well as) the students in the traditional curriculum.
Why, then, were only on; fourth of the s dents assigned

Ito the POMO? Basically, it was because the high information
content, an&rapid pacing of thePA curridulum led to rigid
scheduling of student time. The fixed :schedule meant that
there were relatively few free hours during which the students
were able to use the PLATO terminals. To maximize terMinal
availability when they might he needed, the project staff
decided to assign only one student to the experimental group
for each student terminal available. Four of the 20 t 4g,minals

were used for authors, leaving' only 16 for student use.. Hence,
the experimental group n was set at 16. It should be noted
that the rigid schedwitng of student time--not the number of
terminals--was the, tre limiting factor. Because the students'
time was so structured in the PA curriculum, they couldn't
make efficient useof-the.terminal hours that were available.
other approaches to the scheduling and implementation problem

.

were considered, but *ere judged to be even more fraught with
difficulties than Vhe implementation approach described here.

In summary,bhp POMC phase was curtailed because of stun
dissatisfaction with its implementation. The implementa-
placed a great strain on the experimental group studnts
se they were a minority and were treated much differently
their peers in the regular curriculum. The reactive

dent

tion

b eca

than

arrangements associated with the OMC "minority" were neces-
sary because of the fundamental constraints on student time
in the PA program. Thus it was these course cOnstraints

which were the basic cause-- T-POMO effort's downfall.-
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Incomplete Development-of the-POMP

_even if there had been no "mutiny" as the firs class

of POV students- completed the second trimester of their pro-

is not Ittatm,that the remaining third trimester

lesiotis-;i0obid have been co vieteerin. time. The fact that,-,
-sson production rtes` fell behind schedule must'therefOre

tie second ma'jor project -1,4:coMe to be considered

The original research eem6nt;,:tated that 200-hours.

of CAE instruction would. be de -loped fbr the problemoriented

focuscurriculum. Later,at the time it..vas, .pcided to focus on
.

the topic respiration, the staff reduced the. total to 145

hours. -.Thi mas felt, to be justified in that the 290 n.6ur

figure had been arbitterjy: sblec,ted'and" because'the smaller

figure represented_app'roiimately-01;., of the-'140fliourscom-
.

prising the first year of the ftAYprogram: Accordpieg to the

,-implerrientation plan (pee APpendix 13), the 111 Pl4n cif Instrilc-

tAon hours were to include 121 hours of clinical and basic

science materials distributed throughout the year (i.e., 24,

25, and 72 hours-across the three trines respectively):

'In addition, there were to,10r.0 24 hours.of tient encounter

simulatiOns.which had no counterpart in th regular .0A

curriculum.

By the'end of July, 1975, -however, there had bean

further reduction in the _mount of materials to be deOlop

A-project document prepared for ARPA indicates that 10/i hours

of clinical' and basic science lessons (22, 29, and ,53 hours'

r' the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd trimesters, respectively) were

-Planned. These, p us the 24 -hours of patient encounter mu-

'.,lations, gave apnojected total of 128 POI hours of materrals..

The report prepared. for ARPA alto r-ave'estimate.; of the

Val clock hours to be consumed in Idying the CBE materi-

in`als. Whereas the earlier estimates had been reported

'terms of POI hours allotted in the course documents for the



respiratory topics, the projec t staff believed ' tha=t'

would'be needed for the CB leSsons. To arrpre,

estimate-5 of clockhqors, the staff ,assumed that 25%
POI time could be saved because prouelos,throughjth

POMC would be.,stlf-,paced.,rather than 1.!rk,-.5tepir They albAuF
assumed that an a0ditional 15% could be saved mjth CAF as

coMpared to other self-paced media. Without questioning the
basis for these- assumptibns, is interesting to note that
the staff projected-'11.4', 13. and 24.2 clock hours Of

replacement Pon lessor's to b .usd- in the first, second, and

third trimgster, respective-- These values are considerably
smaller than their POI hour ounterparts given in th same

clock hours

at the

of the

. . _

document-ci.e.H2,?, 9, ant: -3) or-in the implementation plan
) , ---

itself -(24,:25,.end- 72)- .lio): SeOrate clOcy hour estimates of
the quantity of simulated patient encounters was offered; the

original estimate.,of 24P.Or hours was not-modified:

While the reduction:in' scope of the, project and the prob--

.lem of whether to describe it din terms of POI- hours or clock

hours are interesting obseVations, it is more important to

oillye3:1%(/

. pletd'd% In Jial.sv, 1975, the Sheppard staff reported plat /

examine the proportio6 of the total materials that were corn-

%oofftthhees:ic: tdttrrii::::

reasons

Ttlheeerith-i=s-Crimes-

ter lessons were' 'in a Usatiaate. The remaining lessons

apparently Were in various stages of completion at that time
k,

No mention is made by SteliN-erchner et al. (1977) is to

the proportion of the_ lessons that had been completed at the

time the-POMC was terminated. Since the first and second

trimester materials were the first needed for dudent use, it

may be assumed that the development effort was concentrated

on get ing those lessons 1produced. If they were completed

(and we don't know that they were), it would have left the

bulk of the third trimester lessons to be developed in a

relatively short period of time. Had the POMC phase been
. f



continued, it,i).s conceivable but not likely that the ird

-,1trimester lessons could have been completed in time. Booed

on our observations o the time spent by the Sheppard staff

in completing earlier ressoriS, the task of finishing the 53

POI hburs of clinical and basic sciende materials plus the

remaining ,cases in the series of Simulated patient encounters

would, have requlred lowered standards of Quality, more supee:-

fig-lot:1= coverage of tiVio-s,-end even more hours of 'over

world per day than had already been Iooa.

The extreme tirrfe pressur'e to complete the'POMC less

. posed continuous and vexing Problem to the pridject stag

here were a nbmber-of underlying eabtors to this plight,

not the least of which was,,an unrealistic expectation-at, the

start of the project as to the time required-to produce a

oven body of 'materials. In the original request for twain-
/

research (see Appendix` A)-, the project initiator assumed

a production rate of PO hours of author time to research,

develop, and test each student contact hour of CRE materials.
tt,t,

(This in itself is not necessarily a badyanitial estimate.)

-He-then wart' on to compOte a total time requirement of 60',000

authbr hours to produce 200 hours or material and, assuming

three_yeor project and 2000 work hours per man year,!deter-
,

-Mined that a manpower- requirement of ten authors was eVtab--

lished.- Again,r there are no problems' wit' the fundamental
) , -

arithmetic oT,these calculations. Hol:le'ver, this analy is

failed to, take :accoUnt of otherxrnon-authorindptiesof the.

staff and, InOre'importantly-r:the fact that the proposed pro-

ject milestones only allowed 18 months for ,developmeht prior

to the start of _e evaluation phase. Clegrly a staff.of 10

should not have been expected to orodude 200 hours of new

mate ks in'an 18,month period.\ ` -The job was too big for

t'he number of people assigned to the project .even if there

had been no hitches.



''Orrifb-tunately, the effort wa; plagued by several

consuming problems in -' its initial-%stages. Fi -t the pr ject
initiator left the prp ect just he time it was officially
getting underway. Sinc6-te-was,r riginator of the POMC
condeot at Sheppard, his departure left-the PLATO staff to
struggle on its own in interpreting. and redefining the Pro7-
jeet's goals.

' The definition process was comglidated by the staggered
arrival of key staff members. Although the project-approv,al.

date was November, 1973, the phYsician_chose'n to serve-as-

subject matter -specialist and curriculemi planner did not join
the

_
'staff until_July, 1974/'- Many important decisions about

the curriculum were postponed until his arrival, and .because

'the choices he made amounted to A change in the project''s goaltt -Ianning and leSsons develoOed to that point were not
utiltzed' Even after -the.?Physician's_arrtval-, therewas.
shortage,oS mampower for lesson development. Four of the ten
staff members-identified had yet to join the project, with

the.last;..not arriving until.NoveMber,. 197 °4.
i

Perrhaps th next- most tangible .factor' underlying the
fail 00 complete the POMC was the decisibn to

,
use 'only

k

one ourth o'f'the PA class :in the experime'ntal group. Realiz-.,
ing that an n cif" 16 was dangerqusly small, the staff decided.

to.replfcate the-experiment witty -a seCond'class'of PA 'students
.i... e q,

to-start. the sequenc'd the following trimester. But in order
for two asses to-hilve time to'complete the en ire POMC

within. the scheduled-,evalUalic4-1 period.,, it was necessary to
1

move the start the implementation tpi-ward to July, 1975,

reducing th time available-for-lesson development,by-six
moRths. The scope of the task had been reduced somewhat by-

thft;--time with. plans to develop 145 POI hours of CBE materials.
C

ratherthan the 200 contact hours originally proposed. Never-
thelesS, the task was still too large to beseompleted in view.

rx,
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the'liate-a ival of, the .staff and the severely compressed

time schedule forced-upon .them by the Soh cling. constraints

f the PA students.

There were other factors.which had subtle but -re=al

'effects on the project's rate'Of le sont4R fen% One of

the more ,important of these was the fact M.'irlY of the
, _

authors were considered to be basic scientists having a well-

definedupject mattePspecialty (e.. anatomy,
.

cyf c1 psychology). Although each wa a.subject

matter expef-t in his own right, -most lacked the broader 4.r.

spective afforded blY-climica1 experience. Placed as they ,

sere -in a situation Of trying to present-material in a

cal context (i.e., illustrating its clinical relevance), these

basic scientists were at .a -real disadvantage. They had
A

. _
depend, on the physician' and ano-h r staff memberLwho was

a recent graduate of the PA cour for athaistance in this

regard. RedauSe_the,basi scientists, haerimited exp6rienoe-'

ih meOcaliclinical ,-rOt -rs reliatinkto the respiratory Sys:-
_ . . .

time.teM, they had-to spend deal of time n-researching

-d organizing ,the topic they were-teaching, and hende they

were unable to: develop -m terials a6 rapidly as-they I, er -'1.Se

might have. This problem .came about:_ because the Objectives

of,t1 e project ire..-chang'ed after its incep;tion, although

.staff was seleoted and hired:on the basis of the 4r inal`

goals.

Other problemd hindering- the lesson development pr

included a general .lack of expe ence/trainthg in instructional

design procedures, the fact tnat---ondy ti4o. :Staff members had

Ttaught portions of 'the A course before, -only three personstaught

had previous teaching-experience, and none had had pre:- ious

experience in designing-a curriculurt-L It might also bAisaid

that talents, of some staff members we're not fully'utplized

lesson production.''',Tne Instructional systems Development



specialist, the'. illustrato and oneo_ the experienced corn--

Muter ramMers prdbably ould ha
. ,-probably

., - ',-7.

-fully.,in an overall team effort t' for duction..
----1,

,,

In summary, the task of-developing and -implem ntin:

been -utilize0

such large amounts of new curri.culum materials was: highly over-.

ambitious_and,.unrealistic give
1

n the -limitations an
-tine cons,Ar,tint on the prolet.... ProgresS was further
limited by t e stag ed arrival of staff, the change in
projedlt if Thy a '14intef'Oretation,ot the'ip0MC-:eotieen

the fact that, the basic scientists'ubjct matter expertise
.

was nullified by the decision to focus narrowly. -.on one organ
stem, and failure to utilize Tully-the t9ents of the.avail7

able staff. It was only through much hard work and Matyover

time hours that the staff was able to complete as much course-
-Ai

ware as they'did..

211-114ulty_jaf'Defining the POMC

The ithir _=major. outcome of the Sheppard Pr
1

init lia

phase was-thatnot-mu6h was lear6ed (or at least not h was

documented) about Tile nature'of the,-POMC-coneept,and its

feasiNlity. It iS-bot ,cle i that-the curriculim that was

implemented was/tru-1yproblem oriented.

The person' most knowledgable about the original concept
r.

rot- problem-oriented reorganization of the Physician Assis-
,

.ant -cue-rculum, the project initiator, left the military

just at the time the Sheppard CBE project was given official
-approval:, ,The primary document which we have available des

cribing his conception of the POMC is the Request for Trainitn.'

Rese>c+A(see Appendix 4). Wnfortunately, becauSe of its bre,-

'it.y that document does little to edify the reader regarding

the ,original viewof,-what.wOuld constitute- a POMC. A later

ion of the ,entirei-

24 sets of

'doclument-(22.iune 1973) outlineA a reorganiz

-first year of the PA program under a group o



-p-atient comp nts; -J4-0-dr scheme, the problem presented.

by the patie would -serve as,a touchstone for instrklotion in

-basic scien and clinical material releVant to-that- partic-,,

mlitbms,ular-set of

By the

Sh94Zrd AF1

had decided

problem-orie

__e of-,thd February 1974, planhing session at

the PLATO staff and other. SHCSepeesentatives

t to convert. the entire n-curt,icUlum to a

ted (symptom oriented) format, citing the .sheer

sizeofthe,,, ask 'as' beirig 40yond the scope of the_prOjeet.
b

Instead, the

the POMC Mote 1).

adopted the following' working definition

A pr blem-oriented_curr'cOlum is the grouping of cour e
content under clinical pro_ ems-and the presentation of
material in p alinicallyoriented-modd such that the- -
clinical relevance af the course content is stressdd,,in
orderto develop problem solving skills patient manage-
ment and investigative skills, ankthe, oil-ection of a
medial data base. Ni

Included in -this -e,urnic um .at.e aertan basic*Nscience
mIte:4TPls- ti-atannot be- cPire ti'-l; rea6ted to cliA.ical4 4 - bye \ tP _
orohldps. ?Tits materfal.will'ge included in the curricu-

-, + ,...
-glum, as prerequisit'es to bring students up to a minimal
5acePtable. Level of knowledge. To the maximum extent
possible this material- we'll be presented in such a way
as to ,contribute to the development of problem solving
skills th=rough the use of inquiry learning techniques.

1 i

A passage from a later document (dated August, 1(174)

reflect: the staff's decision to focus on topics reIatinfl to

the resp -ato'ry system; While it consistentwoith the pork -

F defin ion of a POMC quoted above, it-provides some addi-

ional ins ;ht ,as to, the pro,ject's evoking plans.

,patient problems (i:e. the symptoms or Complaints for
whiah medical attention is. souht) will be' defined ,q1d
used asa point -'of departure to teach the basic and
clinical science material related to the Respiratory
lstem.

This will lead to student- coauter interactiop, to solve
a -yariet'v,of. clinical problems (i.e. exercises tn differ-
ential diagnosis and therapeutics).
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Thus, the curriculum will be composed of a number-of
'IntOgtated, but potentially free-standing lessons deal-
ing with the basic andclihir-iFiences as well as 'sim-
ulated7patient,eneouniers. 'Thy Student will haye access,

A
to basic, and clinical science review material:frcim-
anywhere within, the lesson equence.

The last portion of this s ment emphasizes.the staff's

expectation that stud nts would be able t pranch,back to
:study or

cases.

review basic science material relevant to sPettific

A September, 1974, document gave the following elabora-,

tip_. of the orientation":

-:7The term-"Rroblem-orientedcurriculum" hAs been taken to_
mean several thihgs: (1) relevant curiculuM
heavily based on nca4e descriptions, using ttose both as':
a,pokqt of departure and as_apoint of referendefor
teachihg the associated medical material. This naturally
implies '(2) an integratekapproachincluding thee areas.
of anatomy, mPcroanatomy, biochemistry, genetias, -Ammu-
Aology, neuroscience, physiologypathologylpathophysabl-
dgtand'cliniRal medicine, pharmacT)logyitherapeutics,
and laboratory techniques. In'additIolithere be
practice in SW..ving clinical Problems (making fagnotes
-and -tretment plans for simulated Cases).

Yet another descriptive statement is given in the POMC

Implementation Plan. Although the entire plan is .included

as AppendiX B, the relevant section is restated here to aid

comparison':

A' problem-oriented medical curriculum is d%fined as the
grouping of ourse materdal undesr clinical tciptos:i4here
the 'clinical- relevance of course content can be stressed.
Emphasis is placed on developing problem solving skills
in'diagnosis'and treatment of disease. .'To facilitate '

development, the PO=MC has been divided into t o parts.

N)

Part I presents the relevant basic science and clinical
material in _an integrated :tanner supported'by illustra-
tive case,rpaterial and using -clinical subjects as point,
of departure to teach basic sciences. Part II will
consist of "Simulated Patient Encounters" which will be
approached as unlm wns by the students, Diagnostic and
treatment skills a well as clinical problem solving
skills will be ampl'fied in Part II.
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All of these-- atements are fairly similar, but the subtle

dtfferences may be particularly important in view of later

author confusion and disagreement over what a problem- ori=ented

urriculum stftIuld 'entail. As one author s'aid, "There are as

many definitions of oblem'oriented' as there are authors."

It is readily apparen the staff did not prepare a

carefully-stated operati n'al definition bf, the POMC which

.-"

.

would' serve as a touchstone for all.develobOent -efiforts.

The importance of clinical relevance is stressed im,,a11

of- these -StatementS';.but,theN-'-differ as to what place Clinical

cases should have in the curriculum; ThIs was-b-substanttals

point of.author disagreements Authors-id not agree or.the

;question of whether' individual lessonS. must necessarily- include

cases (or clIniCal- eferenees),

eleThent.

One author thought that a curriculum -whici included

patient simulations could thus be conSidered "problem oriented"-

regardless of whether other lessonff in the curriculum centered

on clinical cases or conditions. According to this criterion,

.Sheppard's curriculum was indeed "problem oriented", as would

any others which include case simulations!

Other authors thought the curriculum should proceed

backward from clinical cases to the basic science material

necessary to diagnose them-, finailly endin in ha"ving the

stu dent diagnose simulated cases,

even problem-solving

In a thorough -rriew of those lessons known to have been

stud ied by PA students, we determined that only about seven

percent included` clinical cases or simulations. The project

Staff outlined ;-,t,tle following criterion for a "problem-Oriented
e

curriculum in a September, 19714, document: " a clinically

relevant_ curriculum heavily based on case descAptionsustng

those- both as a point of departure and as as a point of ref-

erencefor-teaching the associated medical material



According to -hise.st!andard. the Sheppard cur iculut..would
A .

probably, not be considered-problem oriented becauSe -such

small fraction of lessons fit this description.

Several factors contribute to this/ problem. First,

changes, in pro jpct administratiOn and the delayed arrival of

the senior content expert (who 'exercised authority over-cur-
,.

riculum definition and'deVelopment), resulted-inconsiderable'

rehashing an&j.eva -in of -both the definitilin .rif "problem.

orientation", and th implementation plan itt00.f.- Tor example,

in the summer of 197 wh'en,the-7final group of Sheppard staff

visited CTRL for fran ng is the TUTOR language, they repotted,

that tt de nition of "problem orientation" was still being

deter ned' 'This was nearly a y'ear after the inception of

the Sheppard'project-.

Second,-due to the lack of firm administra.tivepolicy or

control, authors exercised their own judgment over what "prob-
,

lem oriented" meant,-and how that related to their own ipssons.

consequentli, there is little curriculum uniformity either in

term.s. of "problem orientation' or in the approach to (or

necessity for) teaching problem - solving skills.

In a memorandum summarizing the discus.siohs and decisions

'made during the February, 1974, -planning session, the acting

project director said that the," .-._primary.objective'-of.the.

project is to reach-soke conclusions regarding the instruc,

tionai effectivene fithe ' concept' of a problem oriented

ririculum" (Kimball, Note 1)./fjudging frog the variety of

perceptio s of what constituted a POMC, the "concept" of a

problem -or rated clarriculdm was never clearly defined. Tt

our belief hat, in the absence of unambigoils criteria for

deiterminitig- what-would and would not qualify as a POMC,!the

question of the instructional effectiveness of the POMC

"concept" could not -have bepli determined even if all lesson

materials had 'been completed-and pr=operly implemented-.



Limitations of the Evaluation Plan

A fourth, major area for analysis among the outcomes of

the PO MC phase is that of the planning and execution of the

evaluation_ Since a major goal of the project was to e'valu-

ate tie concept of a_POMC it m,Amportant to examine thee-

nlans and procedures that were to he applied.

Several points regarding the evaluation plans and staff

ing are noteworthy. First, there was a shortage of-evaluation

expertise on the ,project staff. The person who was designated

as° -the' evaluator was a clinical psychologist who had come to

the project with the expectation. that he woule.work as an

author on those curriculum topics having to do with the

psychology of patient, care. When the projects goals were

defined more narrowly in terms of respiratory t Pies, this

individual was assigned the responsibility of d signing and

implementing the evaluation. He had very little formal train-,

ing in'data-based- evaluation procedures, hut was, course,

well trained in qbservation and interview techniqu

skills-proVed quite useful in diagnosis

rand in determining .their reasons Tor asking to he

from the PPMC condition.

Perhaps because the relative lack of local evaluation

expertise=,_ the Sheppard project staff had the continuing expec-

tation that representative_ of other agencies would supplement

their Own evaluation. efforts. In--Particular, it was believed

of student

The8e

complaints

pped

from the outset that ,AFHRL would take an active role in s

turing and carrying out th

Research A re.ment, 'AFHRL project monitors were to assist in

evaluation. cording to the

ac-

the measurement stU4ent. and instructor attitudes as well

as -tudent performance. This. .expectatiOnwas reinforced at

an August, 974, evaluation conference.hosted by AFHRL. Fu

thermore, At .Was learned at this conference that ARPA had,

contracted with the EducatiOnal Testing Service (ITS) to con-



duet an overa 1 evaluation of the use of the PLATO IV system

at ARPA--supported military training sites (this responsibility

n4asrlater liven to CE -RL's MTC and PEER groups. As part of

is evaluation role, ETS was eb prepare a list of clinic'al

p eblems and to assist in the measurement of clinical

`problem-solving skills. These hopes were later made more

specific, as can be seen in the POMC evaluation plan (Appe

dix C). According to this plan, ETS was to provide. items Tor
.

-an examination covering respiratory disease, If. insufficient

Items were available from ETS item banks, yet an ther outside

agency (the University of Nebraska-PhySician lsistant program

staff) would ipe'cail-d upon to supply items' ETS.was- also,

expected to provide some "simulated patient encounters" in

paper-and-pencil form to be used to measure clinical problem'

solving skills of both.the-POMC and Control group students.

It is clear from Appendix C that the Sheppard staff was

banking heavily an support from outside agencies and that

they were willing' to assume that these agencies would be able

tb carry througtyon their assigned responsibilities. It

shOuld b8-noted, however, thatat the time of the preparation

of-the,8valuation plan (March, 1975) very'littlework had

been coOleted toward the assembly and development of the

measurement instruments: This was in spite of the fact that

the evaluation period was to begin-in July, 1975.

The evaluation plan itself called Nir ninestudies.

These were: (a)'a comparison. -of POMC and Control groups' aca-
,

demic knowledge (of respiratory material), -(b), a comparison

of theirlproblem-solving:Skilis,-(0i-examination of the DOMC.

grbup's attitudes toward computer-base,d education, (d) moni-

toring of the POMC group's perform'ance on lesson and, block. exams,
A *

(e)-(g) stu ies of authors' performance, attitudestopiniens, i

44\13,and,characte --sties, (h) summary of costs, and ) a study
.

f the reliability Of the PLATO IV system and terminals.
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Pad they all been completed, these nine, studies would

have addressed worthy evaluation goals. Howeiller, it is doubt-

ful. whether many'of them could have provided much general-

zable information. There are several reasons for this

assessment.

In the case of the comparative study of, a-ademic -know-

ledge, for example, -the sole basis for comparison was to be

a comprehensive test over basic science and clinical concepts

relating to .the respiratory systemand its diseases. The

plan called for some empirical development work. in the con -.

struction of the. tet, but it is nOt clear that sufficient

work could .have been done in the allotted time and with the

available subject ,Peol to assure adequate reliability add

validity or-the desired, purpoSes. When such heavy reliance-

is placed. on a single instrument, it is essential that suffi-

cient development effort be invested.

Another set of concerns underlying,the. peademic,coMpari-

'son 'study is that-=i was to be conducted under highly reactive

arrangements. Because the implementation constraints allowed

for such W\ smal l n, the POMC group was treated muCh differ-

ently than the Control group in regard .to scheduling and test-

ing. _These reactive arrangements created additional stresses

for tha-POMC'group which may have interfered with (or enhanced)

_hat .group learning of the target Material; hence, the

ea tlye arrAhgements represent onfounding-factons%whieh

wbilld have made in,terpretat n of comparative results quite

difficult. Other Potential] contaminatin'g' influp

traced -to the small - roup study patterns followed by. the PA
-

'student , It

studied togeth

it i=s quite.possible that th%rewas a sharing of notes,

ecollections, which may have-acted to "wash out" any

differential treaty tent effects. Although itlis reasonably

rtain that Control,group students did not actually study

likely that-.P0MC'and Control group students
.

inthe evening hours, and on weekends. If



TOMC leSsorls;on the .PLATO system, 'they may 'have had some

vicarious experience with them 'through their, friend* in the

-POMC group. It is even More likely -that the POMQ:-Ibtudents
m--

may.have.studied lecture notes for-these classethy had

-"miS-sed" mhile,attendihg Po'mc Sessions-in the classroom.

At any rate, without aqrquate.-cdntrols-to assure the "purity"

of the treatmen conditions, it_mOuld- be difficult to inter-

pret the results of the comparison or to generalize them to

other settings. Furthermore, becaus the POMC was adminis-
m

tered entirely on the PLATO system and the Control curric01,um

-was presented entirely by traditional lecture approaches,

there was a complete confounding between strategy C- -i. .,-

problem-oriented versus traditional) and mode-'of-PreSentation.

Had one group outper orr ed another on the academic. test4 A

would be unclear whether it-had been because of differences

in curricular approach or diffe

This PLATO-POMC'confoundingWa8. a pervasive mob

'ences in'presentatio medium.

and one

which was noit addressed by Sheppard's evaluation plan.

Of the

those dealin

em'atining eight -studies that were planned, Only

with authorperformance, attitudes/opinion's,'

istics are singled out for comment here. As a

whole these studies represent legitimate areas of inquiry,

but because of-the complexity of such notions as "author,per4.-

romance"' and. "authoi- attitudes "", they are very difficult.to,

pursue systematically.- For example,. author penformance was

to be measured' by judgments of lesson'quality, supervisory

ratings, and peer ratings. The dimensions of TUTOR language

programming ability, lesson design efficiency and creativity
6

mere:to'be the primary indices of °"performance'.' r ji it was
P

to be the task of AFFIRL researchers to- develop- siit-able scales

and meaures. To our knowledge, this particular study was

not seriously--attempted -- perhaps because Of the. great diffi7

culty it defining and measuring these .dimensions. Like

We know of mo JAignificant effort to measure author atti i e-

.

0
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A number of aptitude test scores and other data were assembled

on the author group to identify,certain key characteristics,

as it was htlrnd that these coiild he used to predict what

kinds of individuals should be selected as authors for future
projects However, because these individualS had already

been selected and were functioning on the job, it does not

seemlikely Etrrat they would vary widely in easily- measured
-dimensions. Even if some relationship's had been found between

author characteristics and performance in this selected group,

they may not be valid for choosing from the general population
Lts_

of candidates. Ili* goal of, this study was a worthy one, but
it is not clear that much of predictive value quid have been

learned from such a small sam e of author s.-. Perhaps this is
why- the results o

,et al

study were r reported by Steinkerchner

977).,

In addition to these cl-itieisms of what was plann for

the evaluatior we can also point to some areas of omission.

It is clear that the staff believed their primaryq7,oal was

to evaluate the erfeetivenes,s of the POMC; they did very

.little thi evaluate the effectiveness its imp,lementatliop.

Hecause of the manv problems in defibAng and ,developing the

now curriculum with a new medium under tirtht time eonstraintP,

and the rt idttt,=s of the PA eours , the project was really
one of attempt ith; to in a number or innovations in

highly traditional and structured environment. One

prime

monta

opportnnitv LH Mott the 1e cu

CodllrOS 1- tho innovation tt.

In the rim(' ovnluntioll plan, vfn ', C Horn were lief prov

for deser`iblrliT, the OOrllfllrlrlin it. inns twttv( the Prom !It,' r 1

and members; of the Ptl t; t a ts C . V tt t ermoti l-',teinkorohn

al . (1(177) d Id Hot report. oh tho:,/-, import ,int. ti-rin!_., ions.
Ho I 1 l',01 ih(0),1 Or I.,11 I/', Li) if/1 I I I II :1 1.1 t. 1 (:`. i p ,lt. Oil cl tut, c i

OH" or 110 III I it -1r 11',Ilqh,1

eV:1I uat. to
tdtnate approach



A second area -tuni that wa not sufficiently

tapped in the POMC evaluation was that of determining those

military training application's for which the PLATO system

would be particularly well suited. The primary goal of the

project ,ras to imNement and test Sfpe problem-oriented.

curriculum. The PLATO system was treated aN `given - -,a medium

that 'had alr=eady been nrovena rather than as fan important corn-
ponent of the overa innova on. It is true that the plans

provided for an assessment of costs and reliabilityaf-the

PLATO system, but they did not provide for a detel-mination of

its strengths and weaknesses for medical oducation.1' One

reasultof the staff's' seeming ceptance of PLATO as an est

lished medium is that they implemented all POMC instradtien

on the PLATO system. For example; they did not differentiate

between instructional units,that requiredlarge amcants of

interaction pad tho.s:e that did not--all were created in the

form of C'71E-lesSoh In contrast, it should be noted that

the plansfor PhaSe TT (see Appendix D) called for a much

closer= ex illation of the medium and its suit.ability ror use

with va

In

4 tY'pes of students and instructional tasks.

suMmary, the evaluation-of the POW', phase reflected,

the cohstroints,imposed by,T,the PA course and the implemen-

ti6-q.---plan. adapted to accommorAte ihose con straints. -The-

Aaluhtion 1:dn was eonceOpd to'fit the situation rather

than decint .

the . ion to ease the evaluation Orge(11,SS

And increase the uspfulne,
fi

its rindirls. The. .it.aff Put

t- et .her -that. Ii t. the Thmstanees, hut their jot? was

made more difrieutt by their own inexperience and their result -

d Opend once c,>cr cc t.ho r ar,eneies, Furthermore, hec mine nf-_

tho .icvere constraints the corer

or evaluation tar

and the narrow definition

orrectivoness of the POMC with

1 i tt. 1 1` r. i 5 on the trap c t 1 n 1nV 01 V en In p 1 tri e -

t t tie !.,e 1 I 1 the eV ;11 nn I 1 n1 11 I 11

h ye barn limited eve' t.lre PI) phae had 1(_0 I,e en

term Hated,
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Relations between PLATO staff and PA- staff'. A.5 Indicated

earlier, the communications between the PLATQ staff and the

PA instructors were not a target of the SHCS/AFHRL evaluation.

Recaue CE L did not have access to the PA instructors to

conduct interviews, MTC's information about their attitudes

toward and experiences with the POMC phase is also limitedL

However, through our discussion's with the Sheppard .staff we

have gained the,general impression that communication with
. -

the. PA uctors tended to be sporadic and superficial.

Many of the rgt instructors apparently perceiVed the POMC /PLATO

project as being a temporary and experimental arrangetlfent'

having no long-term mpact on the operation of the PA program.

Consequently they showed little interest in the - project and

maintained a neutral or mildly negative attitude toward it

Initially t. here waste be a reprose,ntative from the PA staff

present at the PLATO project staff meetings. Likewise the

PLATO group was to send representativeS to the PA staff's

meetings to act s liaison. However, the importance of

dint fining mood .communications between the t'wo groups must
not have heer rull. y appreciated, because the frequency of

'lint attendance" at! meetings goon dropped nearly to zero.

Not only Ajd'the formal channels of commarlication remain

_'utilized or neffectdmo a number of informal approaches

also had limited uccoss A test grr aver -alter and on-line

rt,And h k k was repared

PA .strut itAi the ffree,ha

cult. by the ep rate make-up

or the PLATO tafr-to help the

ling madp Qlore diffi-
,.

ams for thc= PON1( In!

spite cif its apparent convenience,

proct,=rt.cd by the inst

gc to their counterpart. on the PA staff and enlist, his her

wont, unused arid unap-

individual authors would often

tiFiln in t 10r,'

the PA instructors wore

rres lndIng to a lecture. Thonch

l v porlt i vo, y tondeJ

41.



view the PLATO materials
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as a nice adjunct but not as a

replacement for the lectures. In a few cases there were

som,p disagreements about the depth of coverage that should
given. These arose out of .,the ambiguity of the course's Plan
of Instruction and ehanging conception of the role of a PA.

In general, hawever,,the instructors did not play a large role

in determining the content and strategy of the lessons;

It is no't known how much the PA staff' s apathy may have

affected the students' attitudes or performance, but it was
probably not a positive influence. A more systematic cultiva-
tion of relationsh. s with the PA staff =might haie helped

generate a more favorable attitude and greater cooperation.
On the other hand, 1ven the fundamental -conception of the

projectras en experimental implementation of a new and unproven

style of curriculum, the PA staff may not have ,been'i.l'won

over" town enthusiastic and positive outlook no matter what

techniques were used.

Interactions.between MTC and Sheppard staffs. The MTC

group (through its specially- designated subgroup "Shp East")

was given a contractual vole by ARPA to provide support to

the Sheppard staff and to participate with them in develop-

ment of the POMC. The sponsor had visualized MTC's role as

one of active par cipation--pa-

the project where the MTC staff's

significant time savingS (such as

to implement the simulateid pat e

Il

cularly in those areas of

experience could lead to

in developing. ttie procuarrf-Ei

encounters). A graduate

the SCHS PhySiejan Asst 7rproram
,A4

was assigned by the

Air Force towork lith'yac staff members ds a subject

Oattgr xper_ It 4 s hoped that his preseoce at CERL would

onable.the'MTC staff to_ontr ibute directly to project

planning, aryl deveYo ent.

Although worki elaionships between the MTC and

Theppad stairs were congenral and productive,

,rpluOtance on rhe par

-_re was

the 3hopprd group. to give MTC
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the role of co-participants outlined in the contract. This

may have been partly due to concerns about MTC.'s lack of

specific subject matter expertise:(accenWated,by the early

departure of the. Pi as -signed to assist at CERL). Another

obstacle was the geographic separation .between Sheppard AFA

in'Wichita Falls, Texas, and CUL in Urlana,_Illinois. Thus,_

with some exceptions, MTC's role on the project turned out to

be one of providing advice and sunport rather than one of

direct pirticipation.

If it was difficult for _th,e, Sheppard staff- to consider

MTC as co- participants, it was even harder for them to accept

MTC /P'EE'R inputs and participation as evaluators on the project.

The primary intent of the sponsor was for evaluation staff at

CERL to work to enhance the effectiveness of Sheppard's

efforts, It seemed, however, that the Sheppard group perceived

CFRL's evaluation role at that stage as being summative

rati-4r than formative. They were uncomfortable 'w1-9h the

notion of "beifig evaluated" by agroup that had previously

been in a sun- role an "co- participant" . As a result,

considerably less interactive gble was negotiated with ARPA

for MTC and PEER then had been originally anticipated.

In general, th impact of CFRL's involvement with the,.

Sheppard project was sir,nificnnt, but probably not as great

as it might have been. Perhaps the Greatest factor limiting

MTC's influence was the geogr;aphical separation between CERL

and Sheppard her obstacles to collaboration (e.g.,

dirrerences bet+, ry-Tind ci:rifkancimethodologies and

M T C ' S lack o f me dical sub ec matter expertine) would have

been less rouhleseme.had the two groups been in closer

proximity. For example, the Sheppard staff stated that MTC

reviews

reviewe

their lessons would have been more helpful had the

located at Sheppard ((;n11-Himwich, 1077a).
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OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Summary of Major Outcomes

The most important (or most visible) categories
comes of the POMC phase-were discussed in the previous sections.
Of these, the most tangible was the move by marry of the POMC

group students to be drqpped fr6m the experimental condition.
The primary basis for their request was a dissatisfaction

with the implementation of the POMC vis- -vis the regular
portions of the PA curriculum. Being a minority of only one

fourth of _their class, the POMC ptUdents felt threatened by

an implementation whiCh required them to "miss," features

-attended by the majority of their peers. The makelhft bes
ing and examination procedures were also a source of discon-
tent. Another complaint was,. that the POMC appeared to be
fragmented and lacking in continuity. This, of course, was
a further result of the perceived necessity to replace discrete
hours of the regular course with new materials from the POMC.
Some problems having an impact on student attftudes grew out
of _the time breshures on the staff and hence were onfY indi-

rectly related to the implementation. These 'included an

unfortunqe introduction to the project
\
(in which privileges_

were first offered and thenitildrawnY,and programming errors

in relatively untested (and unvalidated) lessons. It is dif-

ficult to assess the impact of the latter problems, but we
believe them to he second,ary in importance to the fundamental
constraints on the implmentation imposed- by the PA course
itself. ,;

The second major categoi-y of outcomes was the\ complex

of factors which impeded lesson development progre,Js. We

_lieve- hat the, POMCJessbn materials may not have been

ready in time,,4or use even if the first project phase had not
been terminated early. As detailed above, several factors

contributed W) this situation. They include an unrealistic
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assuMotion about the amount f materials that.cd1lid _'Pro-

duced in a given time period, the late and:Staggered arrival

of sta-ff members, a severelycompressed time schedule due to

the desire to rum a second group of 1.6 students, and a change

in project goals which -made it necessary for some staff mem-
I.

hers to write materials outside their own specialjie4, hence

decreasing their efficiy.

'anot'her clear outcome of the first project phase waS that

the concept of a problem-viented curriculum was not opera-,

tionallY defined. After the project initiator had .left the

service, it was up to the rema'ining staff members to settle

on a definition of the POMC. They never did. Although work

on a definitil5n began in February,, 1974, and continued through-

out that year, there was still' enough disagreement at the end

of the first phaLp. that one staff member stated that "there

are as many definitions of 'problem oriented' as there are

authors." Tn view of theunresc eeamhiguity as to what con

stitutes a problem-oriente'd curricilum, it is not clear, that

Sheppard's Phase I materials qua ?if ed as a PAC. Had that

phase run to completion, it would' have been °difq.Nicult to judge

whether or ndt the concept of a proble\m-oriented curriculum

had been implemented and tested.

Furthermore, even if the 'student sample had not d

is Wed to the verge, of extinct.icn, if the POMC les sons had been
7

completed, and i if they had been truly representative of the

concept of a problem-oriented curricr,rlrim, there werh several

deficiencies in the planninjl, and conduct or the evaluation
0

which would have l i ited the :_eneralizabili- of the results.

Conclusion

It is dear- that, tAle PflmC phase of Sheppard's hi pro-

ject did TIO meet its objective's. Unfortunhte'ly, the innova-

tive nature of the POMC concept may have been more suited to
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evolutionary development than to the systems appro4ch that

Was attempted. It is now apparent that toc, little was under

stood at the outset about the POMC concept and how it should

he impldmenedto guide the project's development. This was

not clear aL the `beginning, however, and the negative outcomes

,could not have been foretold. In spite of its.early termina-
1

tion, the 'TOME phase was a worthy effort--a number of lessons

were learned which provided a firmer basis for the follow-on.

project.
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REQUEST FOR TRAINING RESEARCH

School of Health Care Sciences, USAF
Charles N. Mullidan, Lt C01, 'USAP, MC
Sheppard AFB, TexaS 76311
Autovon: 736-2210 4 April 1973

Evalua on of PLATO IV System in Air Force.Medical Training

PRO A critical shortage of. physicians' services exists in the USAF
Medical Service, reflecting a similar nationwide deficit.
Traditional modes of health care delivery have been maximally
Stressed and found inadequate; new categories of health man-
power have been developed. One such new health professional
is the physician assistant (PA), a person who becaus of spe-
cial training and experience can perform many dutie formerly
carried out only by physicians.

Th allied health education of the Physician Assistant and
e medical education of the physician are remarkably similar
content and scope, therefore most PA programs are modeled

after traditional medical school curricula. The instructional
approach is characteristically one in which there IS a hori-
zontal sequencing of basic medical sciences with cliniCal
practice. The usual modes of teaching and learning are lecture/
demonstration in grOup/lock-step pattern. The major difficulty,
with such a curriculum is that the core of medical_ knowledge
which must be memorized isAisually taught without a fundamental
frame of reference. Basic 6dical sciences are often presented
in isolation from their clinical relevance, both intellectually
and temporally. Thus, when the clinical sciences are ultimately
presented, time-consuming and repetitious review of the basic
sciences must precede the teaching of a new body of knowledge.

The basic frame of reference missing in a traditional medical
curriculum is the core ofclinicalbehavier which characterizes
the problem-solving process. Its absence has heretofore made
the application of recent advances in educational technology
(systems analysis and 1esign) difficult anCinconsistent.

4 OBJECTIVE: Two major, objectives of this study are envisioned: (a) The
research and development of a new, problem-oriented, medical'
curriculum at-the physician assistant level using an advanced,
computer-based educational system and (b) a comparison eval-
uation of the instructional effectiveness of this curriculum
vis-'1-vis the present traditional curriculum.
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BENEFITS: a. Advanced Research Proje- .Agency: Toliiiake available the
development of a fundamentally_ new probA1t-oriented cur-
riculum upon which all allied health instruction- patron-
wide can be constructed. This prototype would have the
potential for the complete reddction of all.present eime-
consuming, repetitious and costly instructional practices.

E!

b. Department of Def Tse: To provide an instructional test
bed for the new ge eration of military hospitals project.

c. USAF/SHCS: To make available a comprehensive computer-
based educational system for use in training and educat-
ing allied health professionals in the USAF medical servi
through the utilization orexisting PLATO IV programs as
well as connection with the tie into other computer-base
.networks.

University'of Illinois: To provide CERL's PLATO IV project
with all the necessary requirements for the research and
development of the types of har'dware necessary to meet the
unique requirements of the medical education system by
piroviding the data base, Instructional Systems Design, test
students, and evaluation protocol.

6.- MAJOR USERS: SHCS

TIME
IN-

8.

CONCEPT:

b. Other uniformed services

c. Civilian educational institutions

Project development: Approval data 18 months.

b. Te5't evaluation: Approval data + 30 months.

c. Final report: Approval data 36 months.

Because the development of a new curricular approach is an
evolutionary process, it is< difficult to foretell the state
of the art at the time of Final ReportA Nevertheless, it is

conceivable that the man-madhne'interface will result in a
continued reinforcement of the problem-soling process as
the dominant mode of clinica' behavior. Instructional modules
will be used to teach a basic core of medical knowledge as it

relates to clinical problems. This core of knowledge will be



available for other allied health personnel to aid in under
standing their own roles in the delivery of health care, that
is, their place along-the diagnosis-treatment loop. Concur-.
rently operating will be a continuous evaluationof the re- 17,'

lative merits of the two curricula,-with and without PLATO,tV.

BRIEF OF
THE PROJECT: a. Approach

( Givens:

(a) A basic core of4medical knowledge for' USAF Physi-
cian Assistants exists as outlined in the Plan
of Instruction, Course 3ALR91730, dated 3 August
1972 (Appendix A).

A basie,pattarn of clinical behavior character-
'izes problem-solving which is straightforward,
logical, and scientific."

A charting system exists for recording and 'docu-
menting the use of medical, knowledge In the
solving of clinical prOlems.

Assumptions:

a) Advances in educational technology and instruc-
tional systems- analysis can be greatly aided by
a computer system in whicki [9a(1)(a) and (b)l
(above) are integrated and correlated.

Such a system will be self-paced and learner-
oriented. Evaluative systems will constantly,
assess thereffectiveness of instruction and the
level of student achievement. Quality. instruction
and performance will not be compromised in de-
ference to resources conservation.

(3) Methodology

(t)

Approximately 200 student contact hours of new
curricular material will be develop'ed or the
University of Illinois' CERL's PLATO IV system.

(b) An Instructional Systems Design JAW AFM 50-2
will be developed and the rough outline of a

problem-oriented curriculum will be programmed
into PLATO IV.
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During the development of this project, students
exposed, to both curricular formats. in

which PLATO IV may or 'may not be employed! The
suitability and contribution of computer-assisted
instructiommill be evaluated as it stands alone
and vis-a-vis the curricula.

The attached management guide for a patient entering
the emergency room confused or .in coma (Appendix B)
illustrates how the problem-oriented approach may
be used to organize curricular material into data
gathering (Subjective information and Objective

'`data), data synthesis .(Assessment) and problem re-
solutian'(Plans). At vTrtually every point along'
the problem-5olvin.g loop, branching into the body
of basic and clinical medical knowledge can be
made; for example, while studying the data base
contained in Subjective information, the student
can review methods of interviewing, pertinence of
quest) ons to be asked, and soon. When reviewing
the 'Information to be gathered under Objective data,
the student can correlate anatomy, physiology, radio-
logy and techniques of physicar'examination. Uncle

Assessment, the student is appropriately exposed
to classic descriptions of disease processes which
can be integrated with presentations in pathophys-jo-
logy and biochemistry. When learning of the problem-
resolution phase

of
the student is-exposed. to

the fundamentals oT laboratory'medicine (clinica4
chemistry, microbiology, serology, and so'on). Addi-
tionally, pharmacology is rationally interpolated
at thit point to describe the basic knowledge under-
lying medical therapeusis.

It is _ parent 'that such an approach stresses the
importah.e of a:icertain pattern of clinical be-
havior and it is this critical area that will bev'
subjected to ntensive evaluation as to the role.

1of CAI in de loping
-,
and maintaining desirable

,.- - . ,,-

attitudes arid dispOsitions.

b. Support required

(1) Personnel

300 hours author time (AH) are required to
develop and test 1 student contact hour (SR

200 SH = 60,000 AH;
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1 man-year 2000 hours.

Therefore 200 SH 30 man-years.

For a tAree-year project, a need of 10 persons,
established.

(2) PLATO IV terminals; 20 (15 student, 5 author)

,(3) Dedicated telecom lines: 5

(4) Advisor-_consultants b 'Unlversity of s; 2

(5) Physical plant and equipment

) 20 carrels

(b) Adequate air conditioning to keep units suffir.
cientlyCool (20,000 BTU per terminal).

(0 installation and maintenance of PLATO IV equipment at
SHCS.

(7) Training of ten SHCS personnel at the University of
Illinois in TUTOR language, curricular development .

and instructional capabilities'of PLATO IV.

10. SUMMARY: A new curricular approach to the teaching and learning of
problem-oriented healUK care, systems analyzed and developed
in conjunction with an advanced computer-based educational
system, is described. The impact upon allied health education
at the SHCS is all-encompassing since such a curriculum offers
an understandable frame of reference forthealth care delivery
as.it relates to the responsibilities of each training depart-
ment. The research design will attempt to provide significint
data comparing the effectiveness not `only of the differing
curricular approaches but also of computer assisted instruction
in health education.

Hurst, W. and Walker, H. K.: The Problem- Oriented System, MCDCOM Press,1972, 287 pages
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-POMC Implementation Plan
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POMC. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Referpn es: Course Chart 3ALR91730 1017eb 1975
POI 3ALR91730

Research, Agreement "Evaluation of PLATO IV
System in Air Force Medical Training"

I

II. Plan 'Objective,

The purpose of this plan is 'to provide for the orderly integratione

of the 'Problem Oriented Medical Curriculdrif(POMC) developed by the

PLATO IV Development Branch into the piesentjhysicia'n Assistant

cur iculurd. This integration.will be do_e in such a way that:

Disruption of the present curriculum is minimized.

(a) Steps will be taken to insure that prerequisite material

taught prior to the time it is required as a basis for other material.

(b) The logical flow of content in discipline oriented blocks

will not be jecipa zed.

. The integrity of the POMC is maintained, i.e. presentation of

material is not excessively fragmented.

3. No degradation in training will result.

4. Evaluation of the POMC is facilitated.

Ili. Scope

This plan pertai onlWo,the.Physician Assistant arse (Phase 1) ,

3ALIt91730. The time frame for implementation of this plan is Jun 1975 -

Oct-1976 to correspond with the evaluation haoe of the PLATO IV project.

IV. Background

A. On 4 Apr 73, the School of Health Care Sciences submitted a

proposal for personnel research Hq ATC. The resultant research agree-.

ment calls for (1) the research and development of approximately 200

hours of a new problem oriented medical curriculum at the physician
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assistant level, using-an advanced computer based education systed,

'and (2) the evaluation of the instructional effectiveness of this

curriculum vis-a-vis the traditional hurriculuM. The project

'a three year Oeciod beginning'in November 1973. Evaluation is

completed by 1 Jay 1976, with the final report to be rendered in

November '1976.

B. A, problem oriented medical curriculum is defined as the

be

grouping 0 course material under clinical topics where the clinicali

relevance of course content can be stressed. Emphasis is placed on

developing problem solving skills in diagnosis and treatment of disease.

To facilitate development, the POMC has been divided into two parts.

Part I presents the relevant basic science and clinical material in an

integrated manner supported by illustrative case material and.using

clinical subjects as point of departure to teach basic sciences.

Part II will consist of "Simulated Patient Ehcount " which will be

approached as unknowns by the students. Diagnostic and treatment

skills as well as clinical probleM solving skills will be amplified

in Part II.

C. The task of selecting the content of the POMC from the massive

amount of material included in the present physician assistant course

was undertaken as follows. Selection was based on the criteria that

the clinical-area would (1) accommodate an integrated approach to

include both the basic and clinical sciences, (2), contain fairly cir-

cumseribed and clinically relevant subject matter, (3) provide sufficient

subject matter to meet the project objectives, and (4) make the best use

of resources within the PLATO IV Development Branch. Jointly exhaustive

lists of possible etiological and body systems were tested against the



selection criteria.

xi
selected asdthe best

;

A list of bas

and

basic sequence

The respiratoky system (respirato disease) was
r

\

subject area for the Purposes of this project.

/ \

'

aciences arid specific 'clinical topics has been

,.

arranged in a curricular t -cture which defines the
,

4 i,,$

and interrelationships of the subject matter areas.

Initial planning /programming has begun in eight',of the.proposed 20

lesson deVelopment a eas.'

V. Approach to Implementation

A. Definitions and Constraints

1. Terminals. There are 16 PLATO IV st-clent terminals. Prime

time (when the syStem is most stable) from 074 to 2200 hours,

nday, Wednesday and Friday, 0600 to 2200 Tuesda

0800 to 1200 hours Saturday. The total available

constraint, since there are 64 PA students in any g

30 PCNP students who attend PA clinical medicine

2. POI Hours. For

to be POI hours planned for
0

necessarily equate to hours

student. PLATO material at

-paced-and variations

and Thursday, and

erminal hours-i

ven semester, plus

u es.

planning purposes, houm are considered

a particular subject. POI- -hours may not

actual] spent at the terminal by a'given

the lesson or lesSon sequence level is

individual students can be expected.

3. Classroom (C/L)/Complementary Technical Training (CTT) Hours.

Since computer assisted instruction is designed to teach for mastery of

the material, a PLATO IV lesson designed to meet a particular POI ob-

jective will replace both the associated classroom 'ours and CTT hours.

In computing hours in the present curriculum to be _aced by PLATO

material, both C/L and CTT hours are considered.
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Houra Required for POMC Material.

The.present PA culum has been examined to identify

those hours in'which.the subject matte -is essentially the same as

POMC content and can therefore be replaced by the comparable POMC

material. A detailed breakdown of hours'tyi_POI objective by semester

is included in Attachment 1. A summary is prbvided in pa agraph3
)

below.

2. As anticipatd, some material included in he POMC does

not have direct comparability with hours in the present curriculum.

This material is limited to "simulated patient encounters"

I

xpected to requfre 24 student contact hours; These hougs ate considered

to be an essential part of the POMC for revis and reinforcement.

3. Summary of Hours

Replacement Hours:

Ca CTT Sub-Total Total

1st rimester 16.5 7.5 24

2nd trimester 20.0 5.0 25

3rd trimester 52.0 20.0 72

Sub-total 88.5 32.5 121 121

Additional Hours:

Simulat$ons 24

Sdh7tbtal 24

Grand total: 145

4, ln the original research proposal an arbitrary estimation

of 200 course hours was designated for PLATO IV prOgrams. The reduc-

tion in these hours to 145 represents the integration of ari efftive

circumscribed curriculum into the present course with the least
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disruption of continuity/ .The expanSion of the hours to reach

closer apprbxitatiOniof the-original fttimation hours would o

serve to dilute the effectiveness of.thq PLATO project complicate

the evaluation procedures and increase the problems of integration ,

into the present coarse.

PlaTTfor Implementation

1. A- sample- 6 Physician Assistant students will be selected

from the freshtan class starting in June 1975 to serve as a pllot goup.
,

Sampling techniques developed byAPHRL-will be used to_select the 16

students. Evsecoad- ample of 16 students may be selected from the class

starting in Oct 1975 if that is considered desirable on the basis of

evaluation plansandexperience'with the initial group.

2. Students in the sample will complete PLATO materials in

lieu of the corresponding work in the current curriculum. They will

attend all of the scheduled lectutes, except those that have been

replaced by PLATO lessons. In addition to criteria listed In 1V-C

above, considerable concessions have been made in the selection of material

to be included in the POMC so that discrete lecture hours of the 'current

curriculum are identifiable. At the time such lectures are given,

students 'would -leave the classroom and report' to the PLATO lab for

Computer based instruction. Overall, the same criterion objectives will

be met by all students, but the temporal sequencing of material in the

problem oriented medical curriculum will not necessarily- parallel that

of the current 'curriculum.

3. The additional hours required for the simulated patient

encounters included in the.P0MC.will be supplemental hours to be done at

the student's conveniences. This will provide review and reinforcement.

of material covered inPhase 1.
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Sincestudente in the sample group will not necessarily be

working o he same subject mater at the same_time as the rest of the

class.- so codification of the nomal end oeblock evaluation procedures
,

N,
will be .required. POMCstuderit would take the normal end of block

tests, bU(.questions covering courpwork taught in the POMC would not

be. counted in their test score. The PLATO IV staff will assume respon-

sibility for determining udent proficiency in he POMC subject:" eas

on a semester basis to der urine whether or not the student is competent

proceed, needs remediation ciff The PLATO staff will also assume

responsibility for. nded re e4iation in ,rose areas.

VI. Tasks Remaining to be. Done

4.A.
detailed schedule must be developed for the present curriculum

that identifies specific subjects for specific lecture hours, and also
4

identifies hours during which POMC material is to be taken by the sample

group.

06
B. Waivers fro course documentation requ and testing

dards must be requested from Hq ATC.

Any-questions#InVOlving accreditatiOn from the University of

Nebraska for the sample group 'utust be resolVed.

BreakdoWn of R(=
by POI Objective

ement Hours



Ist,.Sea)- Replactm ht

POI 34191730 (Vo

Present
Block- Paragraph Objective

Hours_

VI 68 Identify the clinical topography
(4/2)

of the thorax

Subject

POW

Hour!

Anatomy dunk) 4/2

VIII Ilh
Analyze the,. rinci-les of the = 1.5/.5 Serology

heterophile test

1 c
Translate the principles of the 11.5 Serology

aatistreptolysin-0

Ile
Compare the principles and)pro-

1/,5 febrile Agglutination 1/-5
cedures of the febrile aggLOtin-

stion tests

IK

11.5

List the steps in the Gram Stain, 2.5 S:tuining procedures 21.5
Acid Fast Stain, and KOH prepar- (21.5)

ation, and liSt the purposes for

performing mfirobialogicalltains

on clinical spectra s

list the proper methods cif specimen

collection, the pitfalls in the

h4dling of clinical specimens,

and relate the collection and

handling of specimens to bacterial

and viral infections

Antibiotic susceptability test.

Compare two methods of testing the

susceptability of bacteria to

microbial agents and interpret,
results ©f such tests.

2/.5

Specimen Collection

Antibiotics 2/ 5



Block Pararh Objective

IX 9d

coned

Present

Hours Subject

POBC

Hours

Identify the acid fast. organisms 4 .CliniCal Correlation 2/2 ,

and -their clinically significant (2/2) of Co nil, .n Pathogens

pathogenicity ?Acid Fast Organis

6a Select the basic assumptions of 3 The Gas Laws

the theory of kinetic molecular (2/1)

gases

Solve probleN.- involving changes

in the pressure, temperature,

volume and number of moles of

gases.

2/1

TOTAL HOURS; 16.517,5



Block Paragr4211
2122sql!

xif

XIII

2nd Sem Replacements

POI 3A1R91730 (Vol 2)

6b Descile themechauismAer main

tenance of fluid and acid-base

balance ,in the body fluid compart-

ments and determine the use of

laboratory test results' in classi-

fying abnormalities.

Describe the anatomy and explain

the physiology of the respiratory

system.

KIV bb Identify and determine' treatment

of common diseases of the nose.

6c

bi

Identify and determine treatment

of common diseases of the Oral

cavity and the larynx.

Present

Hours

8

(6/2)

Lt?ct Hours

Fluids and Electrolytes 6/2

(acid -base balance and

lab teits 02 and
2

CO2
2

transport.

,Resp acl psis & alkadoals

12 The Respiratory System 9/3

(9/3)

Diseases of Ear, Nose 3

and Throat - (Ni,se)

Diseases of Ear, Nose

and Throat - (Throat)

TOTAL HOURS: 20/5

63



Block
Paragrgli

Objective

3rd Sem - Replacements

PoT 3091730 (Vol 3)

Present

Hours Subject= _

POMC

Hours

,

XVIII la identify the atmospheric condition 3 Flight problems 3

that can affect the human body in

fli ht.

XIX 2a -n 13 Interpretation of 8/5

(8/5) Chest X-ray

2a Name the radiographic densities (1/1)

produced by roentgen beam.

2b Name the anatomic structures des- (.5/1)

cribed on a routine posterior/

anterior and lateral chest x-ray.

2c Determine the systematic method (.5/1)

for examining the roentgenograph.

2d Name at_least six positions and/ (.5/1)

or techniques for evaluating the

chest by radiography;

2e Interpret the silhouette sign and (.6 1)

describe the anatomic ;location of

chest lesions utill2inethe

silhouette sign,

2f Name primary And Q.6ndary signs (.4)

of atelectasis.

2g Define the air bronchogram. (.5)



3rd Semester c nt'd)

Block PAPA*
Pi2iiive

Xlk 2h Name criteria for differentiating

cont'd alveolar and interstitial lung

diseases by x-ray.

Present

_14"rs- §ItIEL

( 5)

21
Interpret roentgenographic features 1

to determine the nature of the sol-

itary lesion (benign or malignant)

of the lung,

2j

f

2k

Identify calcification within the .5

lung,

Identify radiographic abnormalities 1

associated with diseases of the

pleura, extrapleural space, and

diaphra:ii

POMC

Routs

21 Name the three arbitrary comPatt-

ments of the mediastinum and

structures found in each compartment.

.4

2m

2n ,

Describe the chest x-ray and lung

scan signs of pulmonary emboli,

Delineate the major signs of chest

trauma.

.3

4a

,

Describe the actions, effects and 3 istamines and Anti-
2/1

Uses of the antihistamine drugs,

,t

histamines

22a Explain the actions, effects and 9/5 Chemotheraphy , 9/5 71
uses of drugs used to combat

infection.
LI



3rd Sem (cont )

Present POMC
block

l'ATAgraP4 Objective Hours Sub_'ect flours

XXI 9 Allergy 4 Allergy (1mmun, Mech) 4

13b Describe the syndro eland treatment 311 Infectious Diseases 3/1

of coryza, pharyngitis, bronchitis,

and pneumonia, and name the charac-

teristics of bacterial and non-

bacterial pneumonia,

13d Discuss mononucleosis 1 Infectious Diseases

(Mono)

21a -p Pulmonary Diseases 28 Pulmonary Diseases '2018

(20/8)

o).21a Describe special procedures appli-

cable to etiologic diagnosis and

essentials of data base,

21b Define lung function and normal 211

pulmonary anatomy, and describe

the physiology and pathophysiology

of the respiratory system.

21c Name reasons for performing pulmonary 3/1

function testing and describe

routine tests of pulmonary function,

name four mechanism of hypoxemla,

and how to detect and differentiate

these mechanisms,

21d Name and define cat gories of 3/2

chronic obstructive lung disease

and describe pathophysiology of

cystic fibrosis,



3rd Sem (cone' d)

Present
POMC

Blmk 11E401 Ng.t4Ye Hours Subject Hours

XXI 21e Define respiratory failure and 1

(cont d )
describe the physiologic effects,

etiology, diagnostic tests, therapy,

complications and prognosis.

21f Define thromboembolism and infarct 1

tion, and describe pathophysiology

and treatment.

21g Describe primary alveolar hypovent-

ilation, alveolar proteinosis, and

desquamative interstitial pneumonia.

21h Describe diseases associated with

kyphoscoliosis and ankylosing

apondylitis.

211 Describe Goodpasture s Syndrome and .5/.5

ideopathic pulmonary hemosiderosis.

21j Describe lung abscess and diseases .5/.5

of pleura

21k Describe the physical signs and 2/1

symptoms of aerobic and anaerobic

bacterial pndumonias, and mycotic

diseases of the lungs.

21-1 List types of neoplasms, describe 1/.5

primary tumors of the lungs, and

discuss the significance of the

solitary nodule.
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3rd Sem (coned)

Block Paragraph Objective

Present POMC

Hours Subjgt Hours

XXI 21m List clinical features of pulmonary 1/.5

(cont'd) fibrosis and Ascribe the radio-

graphic picture and pulmonary

function abnormalities associated

with diffuse interstitial fibrosis

and the Haman -Rich syndrome,

21n jescribe inhalation diseases of. the 1/.5

lungs due to organic and inorganic

dusts, noxious gases, and other

agents.

210 Describe epidemiology, causative' 1/.5

organisms, immunology and treat-

ment of tuberculosis.

21p Describe the pathogenesis and

clinical aspects of sarcoidosis,

Wegener's granulomatosis, and

eosinophilic granuloma,

XXI 23j Describe common respiratory prob- 2/1 Pediatrics (Respira- 2/1

thus in childhood, their evaluation tory dis, of childhood)

and manageent

TOTAL HOURS: 52/20
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PROBLEM ORIENTED MEDICAL CURRICULUM

EVALUATION PLAN

(prepared by AFHRL TT as a result of altation conference held
lar,75 at Sheppard AFB)

BACKGROUND

Under the auspices Advanced Research Proje-t,s Agency (ARPA)

and Air Training Comman4 (ATC), a ProblemOrientq Nedical Curriculum

supported by PLATO IV technology being in trod cdd in the School of

Health Care Sciences. PLATO can ide ladividua ized instructional

material presented through a compfiter'contralled pl to panel. The

essential {lotion behind the Problem Oriented pedi,eal u (POMC)

is that academic subject matter should not be- introduced in isolated

units, but rather in the.context-0 Plinical liagnosis of actual patient

problems. In this fashion, it is anticipated that problem solving skills

will be developed to a greater degree, that retention of information will

Inca enhanced, and that student motivation will be increased. Details

covering introduction of this innovation Into the Physicla is Assistant

Course can be found in the POMC Impler4enta

PROBLEM

The goal of this evaluation Dylan is to develop a set of procedures

-essing the effectivene

RATIONALE

The intti tl step In tl process i, to define it ;rationale which

underlies and supports tltc ent tre eva l uat ion. Proper evaluati t is

of -1 4A-cly-11 complex matter, for the t_ ncept "effectiveness" is

ion Plan, Ti Feb

I

A

the proposed POMC.

clearly multklimeris tonal. However, two sets questions seem' to lie

gene r almost immedt- tely. The first (-1 is pr wiry and bpially

operational in na these clne s, , designed to c eate a rat t ona I



Y for or against full scale implementation of the innovation.

Simply,st-a ed, this net of questions,asks:

eatt, it b

is it instructionally effectiv

what does it cost (to Institut to 'operate, to maimtaln)?

is 1 reliable?

A secondary, or rese :h-oriente& group of questions is also of

interest. These are directed at explaining-the success or failure

of the innovation in the particular environment studied. This set

consists of asking

how was It done?

why was" it effective?

how could it be improved of, costs lowered or

festiveness increased)?

These latter qu stions are not unimportant

be given to the first a et ce they were judged to be more relevant

but higher priority Must

the purposes of he sponsoring agencies (ARPA and ATC), To so extent

secondary 'questions will be addressed in the-fihal teport, ae peally

with regard toAescribing the process involved in setting uP, he'PORC

but the major.e

the first group. of

_is of available re6ources

questions.

being placed on answping

6

Another isa..uo, which was faced in planning the evaluation_ concern

tch 'comparative measurement will be made, as distin-

m following purely descrlptive:procedu

the extbut

ThA distinction

is ana us to the' difference between norms referenced and criterio

relero measurement. In tai cbmparative apprOach, procedu

compared with pi6ceciure c varibus.,criteria of effec



STUDENTS

Instructional

Effectiveness

'WV/ledge, Skill

COMPARATIVE

AUTHORS PLATO IV

Job Task . Atti- Perform- Atti-, Personal

Performance tuies ante tudes Charact-

eristics

Cost Reliability

Maintain-

ability

DESCRIPTIVE X

Figure
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the descriptive approach, effectiveness is measured with respect tc
0

meeting standards.or specifications in some absolute sense,

has

Each approach

own pecaliat advantages, but, where feasible, it was decided

to use comparative measures as much as possible in order to contrast, the

.POMO approach with traditional instruction,

Another conceptual consid*ation important for this rationale deals

h focusing on which. aspects of the situation should be studied.' Although

not exhaustive of the possibilities inherent in this situation, three major

aspects were identified for intensive` study--students, authors, and PLATO

IV itself. '

A final concern involves deciding which specific characteristics ,and

variables need to be measured. Since student and author perforMance are

crucial to judging effectiveness, these naturally are emphasized. But it

(/was also viewed,as portant to measure attitudes and to sample opinions

from the partiCipants, in addition, concern with author background

charweri tics and their relation to performance was seen as both re7

searchable and important for future implementation, With respect to the

PLATO device, its various coat factors and overall reliability must be

addressed.

The foregoing considerations gave rise to Fig. 1 which . outlines the

major studies to be completed as-part of this evaluation. o further

constraints which influenced the choice of particular studies were (a)

the necessity to work within the guidelines of the POMC Implementation

Plan, and (b) the limited manpower resoure-s of both the PLATO Levels

opment Branch and AFHRL.

SAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS

For those studies involving comparative evaluation of udents,

POMC test group (numbering 16) will be selected from personnel entering.

8 a
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June 1975. These students will be presented specific problei

oriented material on PLATO IV, rather, than receiving the "equivalent",
(4.-!

instructional material in the traditional classroom etting. These

materials will be distributed throughout the entire three setes rs of,

classworkat the School of Health Care SOMMces (SHCS). The rel ining

48 students frOW the June . 1975 class will serve as a control group and

will not be exposed to the problem oriented material related to

Respiratory Disease on PLATO.IV.

The POMC test group. will'bi randomly selected from the PA students

entering in June 1975. If the sample chosen by this method does not

differ significantly from the control group'on SAT composite scores, the

simple will be accepted as represents ive. If there is an appreciable

difference between the control and test group on SAT composite scores, a

new selection of groups will be necessary since it has been shown that

there is a high correlation between high composite SAT and success in the

PA course. If a second selection: procpse is necessary, the entire class

will be rank ordered on SAT scores. Ablo.equal number of students will be

randomly selected from the high and low strata. Sample size can be

increa to 32 by following the:same procedures for the next entering

class, thus increasing the power of this design.

STUDENTS

Academic Knowledge(SIndy1)

The purpose of this comparison is to determine whether there are

differences b een POW" students and students in the traditional

curriculum with respect to academic knowledge Of respiratory di0.ease

subject ter. If the POMC succeeds in teaching this material at

least as well as currently, thsn academic qi.Cality will have been

maintained.
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Since slight differences in emphasis and content are found between

the POMC and the traditional curriculum, academic test items from

currently used block tests could be unfair to.POMC students. loikewise

the POMCgeneratedNend-of-bleck test items could be biased against the

traditional students. To resolve this difficulty, a test covering

respiratory disease will be constructed consisting of items that are

similar to thOse found on the American College of Medicine/Board

Eicandnation. These items will come from the EdOcational Testing _er ce

(ETS) item banks. In the event that ETS cannot supply these items or

more items are necessary, experts in respiratory disease from outside

9111.

the SHCS (foci example, Univerdity of Nebra ka PA staff) will be asked

to contribute test items. These procedures wi3* trisure content validi

since these test items will tap knowledge that is'coftsidered important

by independent

This initial

pi errs in respiratory disease.

item pool will be further refined by testing a group

y

of Physician's Assistants just at the end of their second year of training.

Item statistics will be computed on this sample; and ite

form of

for the final

test will be chosen in accordance with statistical criteria

so that only reliable and discriminating items of appropriate difficulty

are Included. In addition, this procedure will provide a normative sample

against which scores of the test and control groups can be compa_ d.r

The final form this test will be administered to `test and control

groups at tl end of phase I of the course, th6s delayed retention will

be measur d for both groups.

bleu Solvin

The skill to be assessed in this comparison is problem splving

or diagnostic skill. By presenting several simulated patient encounters,
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we can teat the student's ability to integrate his knowledge toward

successful diagnosis and treatment of a patient. These exercises will

essentially be paper and pencil-prob lem desc-iptions, but the student

will be able to request information,: prescribe treatments, and note

effects. In a limited since he will be able to "interact" With the

simulation. Scoring criteria would nclude'correct use of available

information (lab tests, patient history, physical: examinations, special

tests, etc), correct sequenc of steps toward diagnosis, accuracy of

diagnosis, appropriate indication of treatment, time to completion.

Two or three Simulated Patient Encounters will be presented to

both groups at the end of the course. It is planned that these

simulations will be available from ETSor drawn from simulations which
4410V

are already in existence. It is felt that creation of simulations

by the PLATO and PA staffs should be'avoided to eliminate bias.

3. Student Attitude Questionnaire Study 3)

The main objective of this study is to discovdr whether POMC

students have positive (tr negative) attitudes toward the curriculum

and/or the PLATO system. To this end, a 26 item version of the

Brown questionnaire, used by Florida State University in a recent

study, has been selected. This instrument has demonstrated reliability

with college students (r=.80), and includes many specific questions

which will permit inferences out the various features of PLATO

pqsceived reliability'of terminals, depersonalization, etc).

It is anticipated that the attitude questionnai-- will be given

in the first and.twelfth month of-the course in order to detect

differences as experience with the POMC and PLATO increases. Analy

of the relationship between attitude and performance on the final

academic test and simulations. are planned.
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4. Lesson and

Here the evaluation will be descriptive and formative in contrast

the previous study which was comparative and sum: tive. The goal is

show that POtC students are meeting learning objectiveS they

progress through the course.

duration of spec _Lremediatio_ eliminations or washbacks,will be

Number of lealpon repeats, number and

reported.

a* AUTHORS

1. Performance St

Author pe _o nee will be measured in three ways: average

quality of lessons p duCed (as judged by University of Illino

Personnel-and student) (b) supervisory ratings of performance, and (c)

peer ratings of perfor nce. Performance dimensions to be rated will

inclUde program ability (competence with Tutor language), efficiency,

In lesson sign, creative eiof instructiona. techniqUes, novel

applications of PLATO, etc.

Questionnaire instruments will be designed by APHRL for administration

as Soon as pp sible -so that time comparisons can be made to show the

effect, if any, of experience.

2. Attitudes/Opinions (Study.6)

Attitudes of authors will be measured primarily by a question-

naire yet to be developed. Two purposes are paramount here- -(a) to be

able to describe specific strengthS and weaknesses of the PLATO equipment,

and (b) to investigate the relationship between attitude and_ performance.

Dimensions __ be Sampled include: attitudes toward CAI in general,

feelings about individualized instruction and the problem-oriented

approach, human factors aspects of terminal design, problen

design, etc.

lesson
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Questionnaire data should be supplemented by interview data with

interviews to be conducted by Anti Also open ended opportunities will

be included in the questionnaire format.

Two measurements of attitudes andperforffilnce will be. made at different

times. Cross-lagged correlation analysis may yield some insight into

whether attitudes cause performance or vice versa.

Characteristics (Stud 7)

An attempt will be made to relate author personal and background

charaetdriscs to performance on the project. To this end, data will be

collected on such variables as level .rid type of education, age, rank,

IQ, attitudes, volunteer/nonvolunteer -status, intere .etc. The aim

here is to predict what kiAds of people make successful authors for

possible selection purpc

PLATO V

Cos jStudy 8)

Fs-

Since the PLATO Developmen

, r

is a cosh center, aggregate

.,operating and development cost figures can be readily obtained. Management

Analysis personnel will be contacted for consultation purposes. Capital

investment figures should be available from ARPA. A projection of -

'expansion costs under several scenarios 'Should be a part of the final

t report.

2. Reliability (Study 9)

. Logs will be maintained to show number of terminals in commission

-r day, percent of down-time per terminal, cause of failure. Time phased

analyses can tae made to detect trends.

S IIMMARY

Figure 2 gives ad overyiew and summary cif the plan with responsible
\\

agencies and deadlines specified.



Students

Study 1
2

3

4

Authors

Study

6

7

EVALUATION

MILESTONES* AND RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES**

Sty
Design

Oct 75

Apr 75

May 75

HRL)

MSDM)

HRL)

MSDM)

Measurement Data Data
Instrument Collection 1)knAlysis
DevdlOpment

Apr 76 (ETS) May 76 (MSDM) Jdi 76,(HRL)
Apr 76 (ETS) May 76 (MSDM) Jul 76 (HRL)

C (MSDM) Jul 75 (MSDM) Jul 76.(HRL)
Jun 75 (MSDM) Jul 75 (MSDM) Jul 76 (HRL)

May 75 (HRL) Jun 75 (HRL) Jul 75 (MSDM)
, Aug 76 (HRL)

May 75 (HRL) Jun 75 (HRL) Jul 75 (MSDM/HRL ) Aug 76 (HRL)
May 75 (HRL) Jun 75 (HRL) Jul. 75 (MSDM) Aug 76 1HRL),

PLATO

Study 8 Jun 75 (M D) Jul 75 (MSDM) Jul 75 (MSDM) Sep 76 (MSDM/HRL)
9 Jun 75 (MSDM) Jul 75 (MSDM) Jul 75'(MSDM) Sep 76 (MSDM/HRL)

HRL = Human. Resources Laboratory, Technical Training Division
ETS = Educational Testing. Service
MSDM PLFO,Development Branch

* *

C

date given is deadline, interpreted s Not Later Than
indicated in parenthesis

completed

Figure
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fi

December 1575

AN EVALUATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND COST EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
PLATO SYSTEM

Introduction

The CERL proposal, "A Coordinated EvalUation Of-the Use of PLATO at
Military Training Sites,",dated 17 Nov 75, cites the basic question toward
which research must be directed as: "Under what conditions can CBE make a cost
effective contribution to the instructional needs of the services."

On-the basis of the 6- erience gained through current research effort into.
the development of a new problem oriented curriculUm at the physician assistant
leiVel, using the PLATO IV system, the School of Health Care Sciehces is in a
un4que position to assist in research of a subset of this question, specifir- ,
cally, "can applications for the PLATO IV system and related instructional pro-
gramb,be,found within a military training environment which are instructionally
effective and cost effective."

e.Sh pard capability to pursue this question centers on the fact that
a trained ht.,ff is already in place; physical facilities, including a PLATO
classroom wit necessary terminals, carrels, communications equiyment,.power
and supply already exist; and the SHCS offers a wide variety of courses designed
to provide training in numerous specialities at all skill levels using a Wide,
range Of instructional techniques and strategies. Therefore, the SHCS offers,
an ideal environment in which the continued, exploration of the effectiveness-
of CBE can be evaluated.

II Rationale

As noted previously, the examination of both the educational and cost
'effectiveness of the PLATO system in military training is a question that must
be addressed. The current research effort is not designed to meet this need for
a,nOmber of- reasons; specifically, it primarily 'addresses the impact of a major
curricular modification in a course that is unique in military medical training.
Additionally, the highly specialled nature of the Physician Assistant course
and its inherent time constraints prohibit the demonstratiOn of either actual or
potential time, or cost savings.

A preliminary'survey of courses conducted within the Departments of Medicine,
Dentistry, Nursing-, Biomedical Sciences, and Health Care Administration revealed
a number of existing courses which appear to be well suited to investigation of
the cost and instructional effectiveness question cited earlier.
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III. Proposed Research Design

The major issues'ssues bf cost and instructional effectiveness can best be
addressed, by a series of individual, but well integrated studies. The key
to the success of any research in this area is the selection of a course in
which optimum potential for cost and instructional effectiveness is perceived.
Additionally, it must be underatood_that the emphasis of any research under-
taken at this time'must focus on evaluation aspects rather thah an extensive
courseware development effort.

To insure identificatib of the optimum course, a number of tentative
'selection criteria are suggested below. Criteria were selected to Minimize
implementation impact, maximize data collection potential, and utilize existing

- resources. Proposed criteria :include:

maximum class size

trained personnel requirement (Tpjfor year)

c. course length

d. class entry schedule.-

e. instructional methods (lecture, self- pacing, etc

f. PLATO staff ckgrounds

hardware resources

h. homogenitykand interest of traditional faculty

transferability to civilian community

Preliminary application of these criteria to the courses currently being
taught at the SHCS resulted in ten potential candidate courses which were de-
serving of addi#

Course Dept

Radiology
Sp4cialist MSDM

IDT MSDM

Diet Therapy MSDB

d Lab Spec MSDB

Rm Spec MSDM

evaluation and consideration. These courses Are:

Length TPR Max qp__Size Entry Schedule

14 wk 237 24

9 wk 32+ 14 13

5f wk 112 12

17 wk 373 32

8 wk 228 16



Course Dept

Med Admin
Spec MSDH

Med Mat.
Spec MSDH

Med Rec. MSDH
Mgmt

Dent. Spec -'MSDD

Prev. Dent. MSDD.
Spec

IV. Proposed. Studies

wk

-k 265

79

232+

5i wk 90

k 255

7i wk

Max Gp'Size E1541;AalA

20

20-

.F15 9

90 12

Studies which can be accommodated under thiApropoial will provide CERL
and the sponsor valuable data with which to address many of the questions Plitt_
forth in the CeRL prpppsel: Specific studies of interestto ATC AFHRL, A
CERL and SHCS:can be designed to address the following topics:.

a. CBE lesSon effectiveness versus lectures

b. CBE lesson effectiveness versus other self-paced media'

effectiveness of alternate instructional strategies in CBE lessons.

lesson optimization in relation to time savings

cost effectiveness determination

f.' attitudinal data

(1) .students

(2) CBE authors

(3) traditional instructors

In order to avoid the evaluation problems which impact the ori7going research` ,
effort, every effort will be made to 'insure that comparable cost and effectiveness
data cah'be collected from Loth the proposed PLATO application and the'traditional
(contra) course.
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INTti DbCTI014,

This chapter critiques 'Sheppard's' probkep-oriented

cunriculUm' POUrsewar.e. . The pr_ol le'm with.reviewing

of lessonstogether is that "rldiffipult to

anything put averages and kene'ralit

each lesson separately, it's ha `4d3

approach and' quality in this potpour

a'nd the commonplace. The Sheppard

Without

convey thle,va

i o,f both the

prujectwas

k in

r bing

at ions

reatiVe,

partially.

staffed by some of the most intelligent, consc e iva
authors at any ARFA/PLAT0- site These authors p educed

J

inventive lessons, adapting well t he unique apabilities

and necessities involved in Using ,0 computer-b sed approach

to education. OtWer S thoi clung to o s transfer-
.,

rin,g2 lecturetlEkei techhique to PLATO', authors had no

experiende, 'but-modeled 'their sso a after the 'sort

of ruption they themselves .had been:exp sed to as stu-;

dents. Some authora welco ed the challenge while others

Attitudes and commen a ranged ProM, "I.

h, as why should

better to, "Les-
_

son writing is a tremendously creative, p rsonal process...

it's like 'giving birth!"

What this chapter describes, then,

the levEl where-most%authors operated,

"worked". The point, after all, as not

to produce apprOximately 150 student}tuden co tact hoOrs of P6mpu-
.

terized instruction.

resisted the change.

Was taughtl6y.lectures and struggled tbrO.

-other students feel'entitled to something

A

the middle ground,

ere most lessons

to "be creative.P bwt



was disci ed in "Cri icial An lysi nitial

Phase of the Sheppard AFB CBE Project. The Problem Oridnted,

Medical Curriculum", Misselt, 1978, a single, official-defi-
z

"anion' of problemorientation wa. s neve really made. Conse-

lquently, there. were as many opinibns-.ofl the meaning of ro-

blem-orientationasthere w_ere authors. Sheppard courseware

refleobed this divergence

usually one of three type

of opinion. Sheppard lessons were

1. content-oriented

2.. scenario-oriented

3. case-oriented.

All four types .di',pense information, but with differing

emphases or focal points. In the firSt case, information 1
, .

p esented in a straightforward, almost lecturevlike fashion.

T e emphasis is,on lesson content only These lesson authors,

feltthe curriculum would (and.should) be problem-priented

a result of other kinds of lessons, These authors Fdid not

consider their content-oriented lessons part of the protilem-
,-,,,

oriented-approaCh.

Authors'using a "scenario" approach often tntr

lesson `wi h -.a cliniCal debiction or .situation. For

one Jesschl opens with the follbwino, scene:

&Iced the

example,:,

i"Youtre walking on the surgical Ward and as yo

pass a room you hear a yell and a noise like

person falling on the floor. You rush in add-

there on the floor is.a patient (45-50 year old

male) -_not breaithing, no heartbeat, no.

pressure present. You 'immediately begin CPR



(cardiopulmonary_resuscitotl.on) and call
help, put An spit -}r all the ffort:-to re-

Suscitate the palert is pronounced, dead.

As you get up you -wt eea bedpan on the' bed

WHAT HAPPENED? "',-*

Oreughout'the:remainC r cf the-leaSon the-_autharAised
opening setting:a's -a -springbo to -ingrbdOce-reieahtjfrto -
mation, frequently refering beck to the clinical scene How-
ewer, the student is not expe 'ed to diagnose or "solve' the
case.

Finally,, authors sometimes us d'a case - oriented approach
The third trimester was to he alm t totally comprMed of
simulated patient encounters in which the-student was expected'
to diagnose and treat the conditio In addition, some les-
sons centered on less advanced stmu ations in, which, rather
than diaghosing and eating'the ca the student had only
o assess thefease in some other way. For example, in one
sson the student is presented with ai imaginary dialogue

between a patient and doctor. The stud' nt's task is to

determine whether the information the p tient gives does or
does not contribute to making a diagnosi If the patient
information is, indeed important, the less branches to a
brief discussion of the implications and i portance.of that
piece .of information. In a lesson on .how t10 take a complete
patient history, the student again-sees a p bent /doctor dia-

-logue, and must decide whether the patient i formation is,
subjective or objective.

*An aside for those. who are curiouSabout the fate of our
patient. Straining to use the bedpan had caused massive

monary-emboli.-=a common concern wit j.1 p6stuerafi e patients.

10i



LESSON DEVELOPMENT

Stude4.PopUlation

ppard .Physician Assistant. students_are homogenqouS,
: .

group f -highly motivated, hardworking Stu-
..

dents :are noncommissioned officers with 3 -6 years of,p

vious medical experience.- They must also have completed

Medical,Service Fundamentals course and training at a.tec

nical school. ',,Thus, PA, students. are older than most .mil-tary

students, and serious aboutmedicine as a career both in and
0

out .of'Irthe militarY. 'For-this reason, they are gener

self-motivated and,-as-one officer sta "..'.study as long-

and hard as MDs.n:

Cegnitiv4L4ie s

The Specialty. StandardS (STS 917x0 for AFSeS\

91730P70, 23 February 1972) for the Physician Assistant

course prescribe student objectives at 3 different levels:

task performance
i

task knowledge

subject knowledge.

The following section is taken directly' rom the STS

"qualitative requirements" for the Physician Assistant

Course. It lists the general cognitive levels and perform-

ance skills specAfied in the STS. The remainder of the STS

expands on all areas of the course, enumerating which of

these skills apply to what areas. Since the vast majority

of the Sheppard/PLATO material was aimed at content rather

than performance, only the objectives for task and subject

knowledge have teen included hire.

or,



task- Knowledge

Can name .parts, 4tools, and simple

(NO ENCL./MAE)

b.- Can determine step-. by. step procedures

(eRodEbuRts).
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acts ab the task .

doing the task.

Can explain why and when the' task Must be done and .why

:,each step is needed (OPERATING. PRINCIPLES):

CaP prediCt, identify ; .and resolve problems about the
task. COMPLETE THEORY

Sub.je.ct Knowledge

A. Can. identify basic facts and terms. about the subjec
cFACTS)-,

B. Can explain rela.ions-hip:cf. basic facts and state general

principles about the subjeCt. (PRINCIPLES)

Can analyze facts and principles and draw mnclu ions
about. the subject (ANALYSIS)

Can evaluate conditions,and make proper decisions- about,

the subject. (EVALUATION)
A

Sheppard-lessons.generally emphasized objectives aimed

at nomenclature, facts, Trinciples, and p ocedures. The

'analytic, evaluative, and probleM solving levels were mainly

concentrated in the simulated patient encounters. Though a

small numh'er of lessons required the'student to either apply

principles to new, situations or synthesize informatio a d

form a conclusion, most lessons expected only that the student
be able to' list or restate Anfor'mation, name or identify

structural components, list causes/effects, etc. For example

--State 4 factors -that affect the,diffUsion of gases.

--Name 3 methods of sputum collection.

-List the agents/factors responsible for upper

airWay'dlseases/disbrders.



7-Identify and name the bones that make the

thoracic cage.

tht 4 lung Volume4 and
,a

respective volume.

(

are objectives-taken from POMC lessons whi typify the Sorts

of tasks and levels. Of Understanding required Of students.-
4

h:\Certainly some aspects of clinical science 'involve

memoriz tion, and often all that needs to be tested is

whether the student has actually committed them 'to memory.

However, the problem.solving skills 'alluded to n'both the

STS and course definitions. of the POMC were only intermit--

tently reflected in actual behavioral objectives or stressed

in the lessons themselves. On possible cause wa8 that-objec-

tives were frequently written after the lesson-itself was

written. Often if it was pointed out that the objectives and

lesson content were at variance; the author would rewrite the

objectives. Many times authors seemed not to have a' clear

idea either of what they wanted the studen to be fable to do

by the end of the, lesson or of what actual on -the -job skills

the student needed. This may have stemmed part from the

fact that few authors did any sort of task analysis before

writingeither the objectives or the lesson itself. This was

particularly true of authors who lacked teaching experience.

Developmeql P-oc- ure

All authors h d subject, matter expert sein some area and

wrote lessons co entrated in their.-field. Some authors,
,

however, also ended up writing lessOns in areas they knew

little or nothing about. This took up valuable time while

they had to,research lesson material., Also, as was pointed

out in Sheppard's phase one report (Steinkerchner,Deignan,

Waters & DtLeo),: lack of .subject matter expertisfhampers a



programmer's ability to make "Afttelligent choices' about dis--
play;ftfeedback, etc.

All curriculum materials were on PLATO. There was no
Media mixture; When MTC reviewers pointed out that some of
the material was not well- suited for computerization and
could- be more economically and effectively presented using
another medkum, authors insisted that all material had to be
online. For example, the laboratory testing, procedures les-,-

-sons were presented almost in'the form of an on-line Handout.
Laboratory procedures were detailed in a step-by-step fash-

_lon. Then the student was -often asked something "What
is the first step in doing a gram-stain" 4 some technical or .

procedural point. Some pants of these lessons did, however,
include tilp underlying reasons for using various techniques,
Chemicals, etc. Thus the lessons= were a_mixture Of both
theory and practice, with rationale interlacing pages (som
tithes aSmany as'3 full frames at,a time) of step -by -step
procedure. When asked whether as' a Physician Assistant the

student_would ever hav'e to perform 'these tests, the author
admitted s/he would not. When th-e MTC reviewer point out
that it might then be more effective to print procedures on
hard-copy hand out (since they were so textual) the author
said all material had to be on-line regardless of whether it
befonged there. The question of whether some mate-ial could
really be taughthest.on-line neverseemed:tg b= part of the
lesson development process.

As was ,briefly discussed in the- previous section, the
chronological order in which authors-wrote their'le6sons var-
ied tremendously. Toward the beginning of the POMC project-

anaMTC member provided the 'Sheppard staff with' a copy or
Chanute's lesSon development and4documentation plan. for

possible adaptation, to the Sheppard project. The Sheppard
-

staff initially agreed that such an "official". policy would

u-5
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.be :a good. .idea, and deCided:tb inatitutea variation of

AttrTawbiie,b8wever;-it bed.ae:Cbvious

thatnostandardized .-development ly
being followed. - ObjeCtives', were not 'beibg written, cfflin-
preplanning was sporadic, etc. After thin- was pOihted out

periOt of about two, months-. followed- .in whidii authors consci-

entio0sly wrote behaVial:objectives before beginning pro-

gramming their.:lessons. For-some authors -these objectives:

represepWd the only preplanning they did.. Otherauthors'

wrote outlines or portionsofHlessonS before ooding. Finally,

.authors_ fell into the. habit of writing objectives amd,cri--

,terion tests after the lesson was .coded.-In this Way'objee--.

tives were .tailored to fit the completed lesson. .The.. lack of

'objectives or preplanning in at least,one instance` produced -a

lengthy, rambling lesson which-the author "wrote" directly

-line. Since this was his first attempt' at lesson' writing,-

he.bad not yet develOped the repertoire of design .Skills nec-

enary to extemporaneously .write a lesson, However, .=he

regarded lesson writing as a creative p-rocess tilat- was:only

stifled by flowcharting, outlining, etc. As a result his

first lesson took neaely a' year to write and pplish, and

seemed at many points to be disconnected, with sections whiCh,

followed consecutively but did not build on each other. The

author's belief that lesso'n writing-is a creative process is

a sound one, and experienced authors are certainly able to

write a fair amount of material on-line.- However, just as

one would not expect a jazz artist to ad lib a piece of music

without having a-solid musical foundation:f discipline and

knoWledge, one could not reasonab.fk expect that a "novice"

author could ad lib a lesson without a solid instructional

foundation of design and media experience.

1



ue to the-rangeof Knowledge7and skill retried z

physician ,assistapt:-Sheppardts.A20MC currfteulum:Ooversa]wide,
'

.

. - .gamut of subjects Pivoting mainly'-ardwnd -anatomy, -tabterio-
,

iogy, chemistry, and ph. $01,y4y .11 speCifict4.the res.pir
The finished:lessons fall into general cafe;tory system.

gories2those
.

whose purpose is to preSemt-information,,tea&h.

procedures or present clinical simulations..

lesSons can be further cbtalogued in 'terms

authorSoused in fulfilli4-the preceding purp ses.

lessons employed .4 main instructional forma.:

In addition

he-approaches.-

-Sheppard-

a. lecture/question

b, drills

c t6torials

d. simulatiops.

Lecture/Question

The lecture format the most.-commdnly used approaCh

-,which-content is stressed over tasks-or. problem-solving
. .

-lesson' usually_unfords in- a.lineT fashion, -pith little
f:livergence. from the.main path. The -student. is allowedAo

forward and backward, and:sometimes is able to branch'off
into a s ecial help section Lesson tAterial is typically
dispensed in a lecture/question order'in which _6-number of:-

!

frames ("pageS") of text are first presented-followed by a .

question or.questions covering what the student has just
read:-

Drills

-A few lessons s.e drill approach in which the Lain
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basis is on gi'vin the student practice at'using termino-
.

, interpreting gr phs, identifying various structural

components (i.e.-"touah the sternum-in this-drawing"), label7

ing data (is this information subjective or abjedtive?), etc.

Sore 'lessons use a true drill approach -(in which the student

answers a number of items per concept), while other lessons

use a modified-drill approach (in which the student answers

Only item ,per concept). In at least one case; namely the

Anatomical Reference TerMinology lesson, the material was

either,t.aught or gleaned in some other way, and the lesson

was basically a review. In most other cases,. howeve she

subject matter is briefly presented at the beginning of the

lesson, ter which the student is drilled onwhat s/he. has

just reads. For example, in the lesson - "Ana =tomy of the 'rho -
tacit Cage" the lesson first la tes and labels various parts

of the thoraciC Cage. Then student is given a .number of

drfawings of the thoraciccagd on -kch s/he must point out

which structures= are which.

Tutoria

Another approach__ the tutorial in which the student is

"walked" through some procedure step by step. 'This .appro eh

is sometimes used as a form of help after the student ha8

already answered a question incorrectly. It's also used in'

other cases such as the lesson on-spirometry in which the

student is led* through a detailed explanation of lung volumes

end capacities as demonstrated-on a-simulated spirogr ph. In

other lessons, the student-is 'Oided through-proper proce-

JJures for taking a- complete patient history, doing speak is

laboratory. teSts, etc.



Simul ations------
The most :Obvious use of simulations :in the 'Sheppard cur-.
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riculum is the thliulat d.patient encounters in which the stu-
dent must collect patient history, gather physical examina-

tion and laboratory data,. then diagnose and treat the con-

dition. No new subject matter is presented, the emphasis

being only on having the student "solve" the case. Since the

.prdject ended before thie third. trimeSter for which the,clini-':

cal simulations were scheduled, few stUdents,ever saw the

simulations and the lessons were not in,po-lished form at the

end of the r r.oject

A few other Sheppard lessons, particularly the lessons on

'*as :laws,' in a different sort of simulation. Some

of these lessonS tried to demonstrate various experiments to

illustrate cause and effect relationships. For example, one

lesson simulates the effect. on a manOmater of-increases and

decreases in air pressure.
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STRUCTIONAL PPROACHES-

following sections discuss various instructional

approaches employed by Sheppard authors. Lessons are

lescribed.in terms of the three main areas of testing, inter-

ion, an-d style.

les inp

All the.POMG, lessons have end-of-lesson tests. There is

aeneral one item per concept or student. objective. Test

terns are almost alwys multiple choices and, like the prac-

tice items in the lessons themselves, mainly test recall.

ecause of the. small numher-of items, test reliability (and,

hence validity) is often low. It is our understanding that

these

crite

respo-

sts were intended to be norm-referenced rather-than

reference.

ata pr

many of

ces,which

in nature. Our analyses of the item

-d_ on the PLATO system have verified,

.e items have difTiculty'and discrimination

all outside the ranges usually recommended for

such items detract from the useful-

uld probably have been modified or

ncrm-referenced

ness of t'ests and

eliminated in the test development process. Eecause of:the,

extremely small sample (rr=16) who were exposed to the PLAT e*

n,±4r,ucti,on, however, the tests were never empirically

dated. Hencei the only data that were ever c'ollectd' for

these to is were venerated in actual operational use of the

'lessons. Given -the hurried and limited nature of the test

development, it i not surprising that so many of the-Atems:

apPear to he of little value..

Most authors did not believe that there was any need or

place f r mastery learning in. the PCMC. While some authors

thoucrht the criterion test should be discriminating, others

thought ghat Fpm) lessons could only measure short-term
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retention, so there was no need or reason to measure mastery.

This attitude may well have been a contributing factor to the-
/

1: ratio of questions to objectives found in
/
,most of the

criterion tests.

Interaction

Over the course of the Sheppard Pt MC project,

of student interaction (in the form of questions)' increased

markedly. Even lecture-type lessons berme mcfr Interspersed

with questions. However, .the majority o que ions were

restricted to virtual verbatim, copy -fran

which the student had Only to reiterate son bit 9f termino-
,

logy, list information or repeat data usuilly:Presented from

one to three frames t-before the question itself. r-In one

lesson,- for example

way -diseases:

pe oestions. in

this definition -is/givenljor upper air'-

"UPPER AIRWAY ISIS

is t_e collective term giveri,-to

diSordes resulting from struat

or dysfunctions of the'

1.nose

2.paranaeal sirlu

:.pharynx,:

4.1arynx.!!

*A frame is any screen display only iated'ip- student'

input.
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:T-o frames later, the student is asked:

"Upper Air ay Diseasei Piave been ,defined

as disorders or dysfunctions Of the:

(Please list the terms one-a -a- i

In another less_n on.yulmOna y emboli, one frame states:/,
--7

"In experiments, 75% of the pulmonary. vascular bed

may be gradually obstructed before pulmonary hyper-

tension develops."

On the page immediately following, the student is at

"What of vascular bed_ may be obstrudted before

hypertension occurs

ed:

ThouFh_most lesson questions (and criterion test items)

are of a verbatim recall type, a small :number of the intro-
.

ductory basic science lessons present the student-with chal-

lenging word-problem type questions. In a lesson on'gas laws

for instance, the student Must apply Boyle's Law to solve at

least 4 randomly chosen word problems of the following so
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"An 11 liter .container of.-gas is initially a pre-
r

. .,

,
sture of 14 atm. What will the Rreg8ure' be i the vol-

ume is changed to 19 liters at t .- rature?"

Feedback and help.- In thd majority of lessons, feed-

hack-for incorrect student responses consists of a.enral

hint. If the student misses the ques icql a secondAtime .8//he

is,then told the correct answer and told to type in the c -

rect response. The general help may-be one of a number of

sorts. One type is,the form cue in which, rather.than giving

a cognitive clue, the hint consists of the starting letter,

number of words in the response, et :-'For' example, n one

lesson ,the student must answer the fo aowing question;

"If a nasal smear shows a large number of neutro-
,

phiics and eosinophls your patient most probably

has an with a superimposed 11

If the student gives an incorrect esponse for the .first

blank, the feedback s/he gets is:-

"Two words"

if the-stUdent answers incorrectly again, the net hint is:

Finally, after the

'a-r'"

d ry the udent is told:

"Answer allergic rhinitis'

More often the feedback gives a content cue as in

following. example. The student is given the question:.
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hich state,- of matter are the molecules

MOST rapidly?"

If .the student answers incorrectly, the computer's response

"Molecular motion in solids and liquids As limitedlimited
by the close contact of neighboring molecules,"

A smell number of lessons include questions with no help
on feedback whatsoever. An incorrect response gene ally ell-
cits only a noncommittal "Try again ", "Press -PACK for help"
or a Simple-"no". The questiOr-muSt be answered before the
student is allowed to continue, but S/he is left more or less
to her/his on devlces in divining the answer. While this is...

not the norm, tt happens with enough frequency to deserve
comment.

While many lessons offer.the student "help" at a ques,-
tion,the help us ally consists of having the'student pre
key which sends /him back to reread some text,slhe has
already been through. This seems to be primarily a function
of what cognitive level the ques,on is aimed at

. Qaeions
aimed, stri,ctly at a reoalievel require little or',no exi?a-

44 ration (these are also the sorts of questions-ybicb have form
cues for feedback). Questions th t.delve p higher cogni-
tive levels. , however, in which the student must apply rather
than recite information, necessitate more sophisticated feed-
back and help. For ,Instance, if the student has difficulty'
making a diagnosis in the clinical siTulations, s/h7 is
routed to a socratic sort of tutorial in which the student is
led through the pertinent history and physical examination
data to a diagnosis.
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Style

Format. POMC lessons generally Utilize'one of three sim

ilar formats. The basic structure is a,liner presentatlbn in

which all students take-the same straight-lined path through

the lesson. These. lessons sometimes' include a-"roadmap" or

"index:" which- mapsout the route)the student will take, but

neither allows the student to choose .her /his Own pat.h.

second structure, a variation on. the linear format, is

which.the- student pinvpongs back and firth between

sections of the lessor and a,choice-index from which the stu-

dent chooses the .Section s /hi ,wants to study, but must take

11 sections in the order in which they appear in the index..

If s/he deviates from that itinerary, s/he's. told, "Since

this is the first time you've, been through this lesson, and

since you have not completed ,section- x, iou fray not yet go to

section v." An advantage to this approach is that the student-

may, however, choose to review any parts of the lesson s/he

has already seen. A third approach' is a completely autonomous

situation in which the student sees an Lndek from which s/he

can choose any section in the lesson in any order s/he

wiahes.

'Graphics. The graphics in POMC lessons also generally

fall into three main Categories. The first type is often an

animation (as- opposed to a static illustration) Which either

demonstrates or depicts. whatever concept LS being discussed.",

One lesson, for instance,- has an animation of a manometer

which:simulates:the effect of changes in pressure. In anothe

lesson the author plots various spirometrically determined

respiratory pressUreS on a graph Pepicting'the relative

volume of 'each pressure. Grachies of this sort enhance or in

some way broaden the student's understanding of a situation,

or concept either>!.simulatin, it or.depicting it from a

different nerspedtAl.
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The second ca ek,ory consists of statii,,c- 'pictures" which
mainly serve to i luWate the text. While some of these

.drawings are interesting fr even enterta.ining_,_. they don't
A-eneraIly add to_the student's understanding or bank of kno

ledge-.(except inthe sense that they "show" the ude wha

thing looks'like). An example is a laboratory procedure
lesson which inclitdes a drawing (Al laboratory slide. with a
drop f' liquid. While the drawing is of some interest it

probably adds very Little to what the student already knows_.
This is not necessarily a criticiSm. A textual lesson with

awings is more interesting than one without, just. as a 3 k

ith pictures is more interesting than one without. .iioa-ever,

removing the gr hies would probably do little har in terms

of the,student,1_ grasp of the subject.

Another category is.the medical illustration) Sheppard
h.ad an extremely talented medical artist on staff who created
beautiful anatomical drawings. These drawin'gs m'ade impor--

tant contribution to the quality of number -of anatomy les-
sons:

The -final type of POMC graphic is the ,"cartoon" type

whiph can be best characterized as a non-realistic-or imaging
ary illustration which students generally regard as "cute".-
Ah example is an imaginary-flower -rike drawing :named Al
.Allergenin an allergy lesson which waves a petal "hello" at
the'student. Another instance from th.e-saMe allergy series is
a set of three figure's used in a game in which the student
must tell whether certain foods produce allergies or not. One
figure is a running man; another is a !-sleePing'man,. and the

. third is a smiley-faced sun. While these sorts of drawings

can make a frame interesting, if carried to ,

an extreme, they
can also annoy tie student. POMC students commonly referred
to one series of such lessons as "Sesame Street ", and felt
they were..a hit juvenile.


